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INTRODUCTION

There are many space systems (SS), which are divided into large classes by pur-
pose: telecommunications systems, space radio navigation systems, electronic re-
connaissance and space remote sensing systems of the Earth. Among them, the SS 
is divided into state, as a rule, military, commercial and dual-use.

By the type of orbits used, space systems are divided into highly orbital, among 
which geostationary and highly elliptical, medium orbital and low orbital are more 
common. Space-based Earth remote sensing (RES) systems typically use low orbits. 
Existing space-based telecommunications systems are mainly operating in geosta-
tionary orbits, as a result of many years of development of which almost the entire 
orbital-frequency resource has already been used or declared by the administra-
tions of various countries.

Recent efforts have been made to develop telecommunications space systems 
using medium-orbit and low-orbit spacecraft. In attempts to create medium-orbit 
communication satellites, all are faced with the problem of electromagnetic com-
patibility with existing geostationary systems in azimuth directions covering the 
plane of sight of geostationary systems, since the international frequency limits al-
located for satellite communication systems coincide.

Two attempts have been made to create low-orbit space systems for providing 
broadband Internet access through OneWeb and Starlink (SpaceX) programs, in 
which there are also problems. For OneWeb, they are already over, due to the clo-
sure of this program. For the Elon Mask program, they are still ahead and will be 
associated not so much with the filling of the total world space with 700 – 12,000 
small spacecraft, but with the payback and demand, in principle, of a limited 
number of services provided by such a system to the entire world community. 

INTELLECTUAL DIGITAL TECHNIQUES LLC has a patent on the “Method of 
global active-passive multi-position satellite radar of the Earth surface and near-
Earth space and a device for its implementation “ (Russian Patent No. 2700166 with 
priority of 29.01.2019, international application WO2020159404 dated 06.08.2020).
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The Global Information Satellite System (GISS) can be developed on the basis 
of this patent, which can provide a wide range of tasks for virtually all States of the 
world community, both in the area of security to prevent a surprise attack, prevent 
and investigate terrorist acts, and in the provision of various communication ser-
vices, including the creation of space transport lines for transmitting IP informa-
tion streams that duplicate existing fiber optic links.

The creation of GISS will attract the financial and production resources of 
many countries for its implementation and will provide employment for hundreds 
of thousands of people in the production of numerous components of the system’s 
tools and highly intelligent workplaces for its operation.

The description of the patent is carried out according to its own rules, this en-
gineering note sets out the principles of the operation of the claimed method and 
GISS, as a device for its implementation.
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1. PURPOSE, CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLES  
AND SOLVED PROBLEMS

1.1 Purpose of the system
GISS is intended to provide all countries of the world community with:

 ◆ global continuous three-dimensional radar observation of the earth’s surface 
and near-earth space with the ability to analyze events that have occurred in 
the past, select mobile objects and estimate the parameters of their movement 
in real time; 

 ◆ global personal satellite communications, M2M and IoT services of information 
exchange in the L-band;

 ◆ broadband Internet access and interactive communication services in the L- 
and X-bands;

 ◆ creation of a global space transport IP-infotelecommunication network, 
duplicating and supplementing the channels of submarine and terrestrial 
fiber-optic cable  lines and radio relay lines.
The high efficiency of GISS creation is determined by the fact that all tasks are 

solved by the same composition of its space segment and onboard facilities of two 
types of communication spacecraft with onboard signal processing, which are used 
for global continuous three-dimensional radar observation of the earth’s surface 
and near-earth space, along with the provision of all services communication.

Additionally, after the creation of the GISS, powerful emissions of spacecraft 
of this system in two frequency ranges can be used as radio illumination and pro-
vide reception and processing of reflected signals from high and low flying targets 
when creating new low-vulnerability air defense radars operating in the passive air 
defense mode.
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1.2 Objectives of the system
1.2.1 Creation of conditions for strengthening international security, deterring 

aggression and preventing the possibility of a surprise nuclear missile attack, 
through global and continuous three-dimensional radar control over the activities 
of strategic offensive forces of eventual adversaries, timely detection of missile 
launches of various purposes and basing.

In addition, conditions are being created to ensure international control over 
the implementation of treaties on the limitation of tests of missiles for various pur-
poses and basing, due to global and continuous three-dimensional radar control of 
near-earth space.

1.2.2 Creation of conditions for the prevention or containment of terrorist acts 
and international conflicts, since with the global operation of the GISS it will be im-
possible to secretly provoke something in international waters and airspace of any 
country. Continuous recording and archiving of GISC signals in ground-based centers 
for their reception and processing provides the ability to objectively investigate emer-
gency events, restore the situation in the air and ground space at the required time 
and in the specified zones of terrorist attacks that occurred in the past.

1.2.3 Provision of a wide range of telecommunication services at low rates due 
to the dual use of spacecraft (SC) GISS for radar sensing of the Earth and various 
types of communication.

Provision of personal satellite communication services and broadband Inter-
net access in the technologically developed L- and X-frequency ranges for underde-
veloped regions of Russia, Mongolia, Indo-China, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, 
Africa and many other regions of India, South America , Arctic and Antarctica will 
be in wide demand.

1.2.4 Resolving the international problem of shortage of the orbital-frequency 
resource allocated for telecommunication services through the joint cognitive use 
of the frequency range allocated on a primary basis for radar sensing of the Earth 
from space and radar. The 625 MHz X-band and 85 MHz L-band bands could be 
added to the existing orbital-frequency resource allocated for satellite communica-
tions, which will be reused in each of the service areas around 5000 km in diameter 
on the Earth’s surface.

1.2.5 Creation of an international global space transport information and tele-
communication IP-network, functioning regardless of the adopted political deci-
sions of any of the countries, which, in addition to profits from the provision of 
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services for the transmission of international IP-traffic, reserves the existing fi-
ber-optic communication lines and together with small-sized mobile and station-
ary terminals satellite communications in the X- and L-bands will ensure the rapid 
restoration of communications in the regions of natural disasters and man-made 
disasters and guaranteed control of their country by each government during the 
period of local conflicts.

1.2.6 Development of the scientific and technological base of the rocket and 
space industry and related corporations and enterprises of the radio-electronic in-
dustries in many countries, including by attracting extra-budgetary funds from a 
wide range of countries interested in the creation of the GISS proponents of the 
concept of a multipolar world, and investors.

1.3 System technical concept
1.3.1 The system is created in stages based on an orbital constellation of 72, 144, 

288 or 576 spacecraft (SC) of two types, connected by inter-satellite communication 
links located respectively in 6, 9, 12 or 24 orbital planes in low orbit (from 400 km 
to 800 km) and a territorial network of distributed ground points for receiving and 
processing GISS signals in the countries participating in its creation and operation, 
as well as various terminal equipment for satellite communications for personal 
and collective use.

1.3.2 Global and practically continuous radar sounding of the earth’s surface 
and near-earth space is carried out by the method of active-passive multiposition 
three-dimensional radiolocation, in which the sounding signal is emitted by one 
type of spacecraft, and the reflected signals are received simultaneously by three 
or more spacecraft of a second type and in digital form together with data about 
ephemeris and onboard time of the spacecraft are relayed to ground receiving and 
processing points, where:

 ◆ archiving of sounding and received reflected signals in a wide observation 
area for the possibility of analysis and investigation of emergency events that 
occurred in the past;

 ◆ synthesis of the received reflected signals with a narrow radiation pattern from 
the required control area of   the mobile and stationary objects of interest;

 ◆ cross-correlation processing of probing and received different-angle reflected 
signals, synthesis and thematic processing of a 3D image in almost real time 
(depending on the performance of computing processing complexes).
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1.3.3 Probing signals are continuous streams of radiation cycles synchronized 
by the signals of the navigation satellite systems GPS, GLONASS, consisting of IP 
packets of information signals for personal communication, video broadcasting, 
interactive services and broadband Internet access. In the absence of a load on 
communication traffic, specially generated on-board SAR signal packets (SAR – 
radar sounding with aperture synthesis) or service information are emitted to the 
address of ground receiving and processing points or terminal equipment of sub-
scribers.

1.3.4 Each spacecraft from the GISS orbital constellation emits high-power 
sounding signals only in one of the two frequency ranges intended for satellite 
radar (L-band or X-band), and receives reflected signals in the other, which allows 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) to be provided on the spacecraft itself. Thus, 
the system uses, as it were, a common frequency band on the “up” and “down” 
links relative to one repeater of the GISS spacecraft in comparison with conven-
tional radar and communication systems. This ensures high reliability of opera-
tion due to duplication of paths for receiving important messages by three spaced 
satellites.

Accordingly, the constellation contains two types of spacecraft located in the 
orbital plane through one (even – L / X and odd – X / L transmission / reception 
range). A fragment of the GISS orbital constellation is shown in Fig. 1.

Onboard special complexes of the GISS spacecraft are, in essence, communica-
tion satellites with onboard signal processing and have nothing to do with tradition-
al spacecraft radar sensing. This provides a high economic efficiency of the creation 
of GISS. With continuous global radar monitoring of the earth’s surface and near-
earth space, a high-performance global low-orbit communication system is being 
created, technologically simpler and cheaper due to the use of the mastered L- and 
X-frequency bands, compared to projects such as OneWeb and Starlink (SpaсeX), 
operating with expensive ground-based terminals in the millimeter range.

1.3.5 For reception, multi-element antenna arrays (AA) are used with a number 
of elements sufficient for the subsequent formation of narrow beams on the Earth 
that scan in the radar monitoring zone, and for transmission, relatively small-ele-
ment active electronically scanned array (AESA) are used, providing the formation 
of beams from the global in the current service area for communication services to 
the required narrow beam, providing detection of stealthy targets for radar. The use 
of antennas spaced apart on adjacent satellites for receiving and transmitting in the 
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L- and X-bands makes it possible to realize the maximum power and coefficient of 
efficiency of the transmitting AESAs and the minimum noise figure of the receiving 
AA elements.

The generalized structural and functional diagram for two on-board special 
complexes (relay satellites with onboard signal processing) is shown in Fig. 2.

1.3.6 Reflected signals received by each AA element when observing objects 
in an area with a diameter of 4–5 thousand km are relayed to ground receiving 
and processing points directly when they are in the same visibility zone. Or / and 
through a network of neighboring satellites (two in its orbital plane and two in adja-
cent planes) under radar control, for example, the Antarctic zone from the Moscow 
Region point or the Faroe Islands from England. These signals are retransmitted 
in digital form without on-board phase and amplitude control, which allows each 
ground receiving point to generate one or more virtual radiation patterns (RP) of 
the on-board receiving antenna and / or radiation patterns required for object track-
ing required for broadband communications applications.

Fig. 1. Fragment of the orbital constellation GISS
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1.3.7 Inter-satellite communication links (ISL) are created by 4 links for each 
spacecraft. ISLs can be implemented with optical laser lines with a bandwidth 
of about 20 Gbps. Laser ISLs can be created between spacecraft along the orbital 
planes of the GISS space constellation. ILS between spacecraft located on adjacent 
planes of the GISS orbital constellation, due to the high angular velocity of their mu-
tual displacement, it may be more expedient to create in the TeraHertz wavelength 
range with an adaptive information transfer rate from 4 to 10 Gbps, depending on 
the energy parameters of the ILS and variable range of radio links.

1.3.8 High-speed feeder communication lines with ground receiving and 
processing stations (4 for each spacecraft) are implemented in the Ka-band using 
highly directional tracking antennas on board and on the ground. The bandwidth 
of the information drop on the downlink feeder line should (can) be provided for 
about 8 ÷ 10 Gbps. Four sets of feeder lines are created to provide the possibility of 
simultaneous relaying of signals to ground receiving points in three neighboring 
countries or three regions of one country with a large territory. Conventionally, the 

Fig.2. Generalized structural and functional diagram of onboard special complexes 
(repeaters) of the GISS SC
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“fourth” set of the transmitting and receiving feeder line of each spacecraft is in the 
programmed re-targeting mode to the next ground receiving and processing point 
in the current service area.

1.3.9 Routing of IP packets in GISS for all radar and communication applica-
tions, telemetry and on-board control complex is carried out by on-board high-per-
formance routers as part of on-board special complexes (OSC) of spacecraft – re-
peaters of communication satellites.

1.3.10 The composition and structural-functional diagram of the GRPS-ground 
station for receiving and processing GISC signals is shown in Figure 3.

The complex of receiving and transmitting stations (RTS) of the Ka-band pro-
vides tracking of spacecraft in the visibility zone, receiving downward signaling and 
information streams and transmitting upward streams of communication service 
packets, control commands, retrieving telemetric information and other types of 
service information for managing the provided communication services. The num-
ber of RTS corresponds to the number of the GISS spacecraft in the service area 
plus two stations for reservation and re-targeting to a new spacecraft entering the 
service area of   this signal receiving and processing point.

Fig. 3. Composition and structural and functional diagram of the ground point  
of receiving and processing signals (GRPS)
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1.3.11 Incoming and outgoing signaling and informational IP-streams pass 
through the programmable nodal router GRPS. The nodal router directs all signal 
and information flows that ensure the solution of radar sensing problems to the 
hardware and software complex of their archiving. The streams ensuring the provi-
sion of communication services are directed to the standard hardware and software 
complex of the satellite communication gateway station, which ensures the inter-
face of the GISS with the territorial information and telecommunication transport 
networks (GITN).

1.3.12 The ground control and monitoring complex for the provision of commu-
nication services provides procedures for establishing information connections with 
subscriber terminal equipment in cooperation with the corresponding on-board con-
trol modules for the provision of communication services on all GISS spacecraft in its 
service area. It also includes a software package for converting standard protocols for 
the functioning of territorial transport networks (IP GITN) into protocols of the satel-
lite segment of transport networks (IP SITN) in terms of OAM, QoS, etc.

1.3.13 The hardware and software complex for the current processing of signal 
and information arrays of radar sounding under the control of operators or con-
trol software systems with elements of artificial intelligence to solve the assigned 
monitoring tasks, provides calculations and sampling from the archive of the array 
sections required for processing.

At the stage of current processing, a special hardware and software complex 
(HSC) provides synthesis of reflected signals received by three spaced GISS space-
craft with a narrow radiation pattern from the required monitoring zone for mobile 
and stationary objects of interest. Each of the three received and synthesized re-
flected signals is fed to the HSC for cross-correlation processing of the probing and 
received different-angle reflected signals, the results of which are used for synthesis 
and thematic processing of a 3D radar image (RI).

1.3.14 The hardware and software complex of the ground station for receiving 
and processing GISS signals is very expensive to create for each of the state (military 
and special) users. It is not always advisable to place separate sets of hardware and 
software complex of current processing for their numerous users as part of region-
al ground-based GRPS in the interests of military and other state and commercial 
structures.

According to the commands of the distributed control complex for the opera-
tion of the GISS in each regional GRPS, the required signal and information flows ar-
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rays, requested from the archive, can be transmitted via territorial transport chan-
nels (FOCL) to the corresponding HSC of the current radar data processing located 
on the territory of these departments (users of the GISS).

1.3.15 The complex of means of the control and adjustment station (CAS) as 
part of the ground GRPS generates signals to control the amplitude-phase charac-
teristics of the on-board channels for receiving reflected sounding signals and ad-
justing the initial parameters used in the formation of narrow reception patterns 
from specified directions. The time of formation and archiving of the signals of the 
CAS is tied to the general time scale, synchronized by the same signals of satellite 
radio navigation systems. Control and alignment signals are emitted from the GRPS 
in the direction of visible spacecraft of the satellite segment in the corresponding 
operating frequency ranges (in the L- or X-band), using different signal-code struc-
tures in relation to the sounding signals generated on board.

In the HSC of the mutual correlation processing of the sounding and reflected 
sounding signals and the formation of different-angle radar images, an additional 
path for cross-correlation processing of the retransmitted reflected sounding sig-
nals with a reference copy of the emitted control and adjustment signal is imple-
mented.

The correcting results of this processing are sent to the HSC for the formation 
of reflected signals with a narrow radiation pattern and to the IP input of the cali-
bration data of the GISS operation control complex as part of the GRPS and through 
the territorial GITN are used to correct the amplitude and phase parameters of the 
transmission / reception paths at all other ground-based GRPSs. 
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2. BASIC TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND 
CHARACTERISTICS OF GISS

2.1 Global active-passive three-dimensional radar of the earth’s 
surface and near-earth space
2.1.1 In GISC, for radar monitoring of the earth’s surface and near-earth space, 

the well-known method of active-passive radar is used, shown in Fig. 2.1.
Continuously emitted signals by the transmitting spacecraft (Tx SC) GISS in the 

L- or X-band are reflected from the target (object) in space or on the surface of the 
Earth in all directions. The reflected signals are received by at least three Rv SC 
spacecraft of this system. The start time of emission and reception of reflected sig-
nals is precisely tied to a single time scale according to the signals of global space 
navigation systems (GLONASS or GPS), which all GISS spacecraft also use to deter-
mine their position in space.

Thus, the difference in time between the beginning of the emission of the probe 
signal of the Tx SC spacecraft and the time of the beginning of the reception of the 

Fig. 2.1. Principle of active-passive 3D radar.
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reflected signal from the target, which has certain coordinates in three-dimensional 
space, on the Rv SC1 determines the surface of the ellipsoid of rotation, the foci of 
which are at the points of the current location of these spacecrafts, and the point 
with the coordinates of the target is located. Similarly, the surfaces of the ellipsoids 
of rotation are determined by the difference in the time of emission and reception 
of the reflected signal from the same target on Rv SC2 and Rv SC3. At the point of 
intersection of the three surfaces of the ellipsoids of rotation and will be the coor-
dinates of the target. 

A difficult complex mathematical solution to such a problem is simplified by 
a priori imposition of restrictions on the area of a possible solution, limited by the 
volume of space in a narrow beam of the transmitting antenna pattern and the gen-
erated reflected signals with a narrow pattern on the ground GRPS. The solution of 
the problem of obtaining a radar image (RI) is even more simplified if we use the 
method of solving the inverse problem known to all students.

Sets the coordinates of the point of interest in the space zone. Knowing the 
coordinates of the location of Tx SC, Rv SC1, Rv SC2 and Rv SC3, it is possible to 
calculate the time delays between the time of the beginning of radiation and the 
beginning of reception of reflected signals on these Rv SC. Cross-correlation pro-
cessing of the probing and reflected signal segments stored in the archive is carried 
out, starting from the calculated delay values. Step-by-step changes in the specified 
coordinates of the target (zone) location are equivalent to changing the values   of 
the time shift of signals during correlation processing, as a result, we get 3D radar 
images in the space zone around a given point.

The final solution to this problem lies with applied mathematicians. And, un-
doubtedly, it will be implemented during processing in ground GRPS, and may be its 
own special software in each of the participating countries in the creation of the GISS, 
especially for applied tasks of defense or special purposes. For the presentation of the 
general principle of functioning, it is important that this problem is solved.

Probing signals in the GISS are highly stable and coherent communication sig-
nals used for both radar and communication. The most acceptable for solving the 
set goals and tasks for such a system will be the use of OFDM signals similar to those 
used in terrestrial cellular systems 3G, 4G LTE (in the L-band) or 5G (in the X-band).

Knowing the exact value of the radiation frequency, the calculated values   of 
the Doppler shift caused by the movement of the Tx SC, Rv SC1, Rv SC2 and Rv SC3, 
during cross-correlation processing, simultaneously with determining the exact 
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value of the time delay, the value of the Doppler frequency shift caused by the target 
movement is also determined (see Fig. 2.2).

Knowing the value of the Doppler shift caused by the movement of the target in 
three directions on Tx SC, Rv SC1, Rv SC2, Rv SC3, and the calculated differences of 
these values make it possible to determine the target velocity vector V in 3D space.

The accuracy of measuring the Doppler shift is about 10 Hz during the time 
of correlation accumulation when processing an array of samples of signals with 
a duration of 100 ms. This is enough to classify moving targets in space and on the 
surface of the ocean or land – aviation and its type (together with 3D radar images), 
ballistic and cruise missiles (BM and CM), anti-aircraft missiles (AAM). For existing 
space radar systems, this is an unsolvable problem.

To implement the method proposed in the patent for providing radar monitor-
ing using a constellation of communication satellites with onboard signal process-
ing, it is necessary to provide the following series of technical solutions.

2.1.2 Emitted IP packets on downlinks are formed into super-cycles, the begin-
ning of the emission of which is precisely tied to a single time scale according to sat-
ellite radio navigation systems. Possible deviations in implementation and changes 
during operation are compensated for by amendments introduced during process-
ing at ground-based GRPS as a result of calibration, including using control and ad-
justment stations and accumulated databases of geoinformation maps of the area.

Probing signals to the blocks of transmitting devices of the L- or X-band come 
from the unit for forming the cycles of the IP-packets of the sounding signals, they 
are transmitted continuously and represent a formed series of cycles from IP-pack-

Fig. 2.2. Opportunities for selection of moving targets.
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ets of information transmitted on the downlinks of personal satellite communica-
tions, Internet access, interactive broadband, IoT and M2M applications. They are 
formed using information sent to active subscribers, which comes from ground 
transport networks into the interaction of the corresponding ground and on-board 
command and control complexes. Downstream IP packets of communication ser-
vices are selected by the on-board router at the header address from all broadcast 
IP information flows via inter-satellite and uplink communication lines from the 
receiving-transmitting complexes of ground GRPS.

If the number of active subscribers is insufficient in relation to the constant 
transmission rate on the sounding radio link, the superframe generating units add 
SAR signal packets to the downstream stream with quasi-orthogonal sounding se-
quences of a known structure. These signals can be used, if necessary, to synthesize 
a radar sounding aperture and quickly detect targets in the entire large volume of 
near-earth space using one fragment of this SAR sounding signal during processing.

The beginning of a transmission cycle for IP packets of sounding signals con-
tains a header, which contains information about the spacecraft number, the cycle 
number, the time of the beginning of the cycle radiation and its format. At the end 
of the cycle, the shaping unit transmits a “shank” with a checksum and complement 
of bits to the multiple of the second time scale to the selected cycle period (Tcycle). 
The bit array of sounding signal cycles from the output of the forming unit simulta-
neously through the on-board router via the ISL and the Radio Link Module of the 
feeder line is transferred to the GRPS archive. The structure of the construction of 
the transmission cycles of IP packets of sounding signals is shown in Fig. 2.3.

The duration of the cycle period (Tcycle) is selected depending on the sounding 
mode. In the “wide RP” mode, the period can be uniform and amount to several tens 

Fig. 2.3. Structure of the transmission cycle of probing signals
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of seconds. In the “with narrowing RP” mode Tcycle is determined by the scanning 
time of the global visibility zone and may not be uniform, but selected depending 
on the volume of traffic of high-speed communication services transmitted to the 
“narrowed” zone.

2.1.3 The received reflected sounding signals on the spacecraft from each of the K 
active elements (AE) of the receiving AA through the K-channel receiving devices block 
are fed to the inputs of the K multiplier block, where they are multiplied with the indi-
vidual signals of pseudo-random sequences (PRS) coming from the PRS generator with 
K outputs and, then , to the input of the signal adder with K inputs, the action of which 
provides code multiplexing of the reflected sounding signals received by the K ele-
ments (AE) of the antenna array. This solution provides a reduction in the required 
transmission rate of the digital stream of reflected signals to ground-based GRPS.

Synchronization of the PRS generators is carried out by the onboard time sig-
nals of the spacecraft coming from the output of the satellite radio navigation unit, 
which provides the formation of reference frequencies and synchronization signals 
for all onboard units for receiving and transmitting radio signals transmitted over 
the ISL and radio communication lines with the GRPS and clock frequencies for the 
formation and transmission of all information signaling IP packets.

The total signal with code multiplexing from all received K reflected sounding 
signals by the AE elements from the output of the signal adder is fed to the input of 
the data compression unit for analog-to-digital conversion of the received reflected 
signals to reduce the required rate of their transmission through the ISL channels 
and the feeder line at the GRPS.

 The structural and functional diagram of the formation of signal and informa-
tion flows arriving at the input of the onboard module for the formation of received 
reflected signals is shown in Figure 2.4.

The unit for forming the cycles of IP packets of the received reflected sounding 
signals forms data into standard IP packets from the digital samples of the total re-
flected signal with code multiplex successively arriving at its input.

Each packet header contains its identification information and the packet num-
ber in the loop. The beginning of each cycle of IP packets of reflected sounding sig-
nals contains a frame header packet, which contains information about the space-
craft number, cycle number, time of the beginning of signal reception in the cycle 
(time of arrival of the first digital sample of analog-to-digital conversion at the input 
/ output of the compression unit) and its format.
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The processing speed of these packets in the on-board router and the transmis-
sion rate of IP packets of reflected sounding signals over the ISL and on the feeder 
line of dumping information and signal flows are much higher than their formation 
rate. This allows restoring the input sequence of analog-to-digital readouts of the re-
ceived reflected signals to the spacecraft at the output of the decompression unit at 
the GRPS, and using the numbers of the packet headers and their generation cycles 
to make their correct assembly and integrity control in order to avoid false radar 
images when processing in the GRPS.

The structure of super cycles of packets of reflected signals at the output of the 
block of their formation is shown in Figure 2.5.

2.1.4 From the output of the satellite radio navigation unit, information in IP 
data packets with its own packet address enters the input of the corresponding 
port of the on-board router and contains the spacecraft number, information about 
spacecraft ephemeris and spacecraft onboard time, necessary to ensure synchro-
nous operation of the pseudo-random sequence generator with K outputs in the 
unit for generating reflected signals with a narrow beam pattern for the formation 
of different-angle radar images and their binding to the map on the ground segment 
of the GISS.

Fig. 2.4.
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2.1.5 Existing spacecraft and radar surveillance systems have limited capabil-
ities in the width of the simultaneous surveillance zone. These limitations are as-
sociated with the used principle of operation based on onboard synthetic aperture 
radar. The implemented various modes of radar images (route, searchlight, multi-
beam scanning) have a survey strip in the span ranging from 200 km to 400 km at a 
low resolution (20-70) meters, at a high resolution up to a few meters, the strip of the 
shooting frame narrows within 40 km. An improvement in resolution was achieved 
in the German system TerraSAR-X due to interferometric sounding paired with SAR 
TanDEM-X up to 0.25 meters, however, only in a survey band of about 4 km.

Reading in the scientific and technical literature about all the problems that 
need to be solved to implement the best quality of radar surveillance in SAR (SAR) 
systems, I have a tear in my eyes. At the same time, the proposed method of ac-
tive-passive observation using communication satellites that do not operate in a 
pulsed mode and use modern schemes for the formation of emitted signals by each 
AESA element with a correcting table of amplitudes and phases in front of the DAC 
does not have technical problems inherent in the spacecraft radar with SAR.

This makes it possible, practically free of charge, to create a space segment 
within the GISS for continuous radar observation of near-earth space and the earth’s 

Fig. 2.5.
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surface, only by allocating 2–4 Gbps bandwidth from the tasks of providing commu-
nication services on inter-satellite communication links and on feeder radio lines 
for dumping signal and information flows on ground GRPS. At the same time, the 
entire weight and volume of processing for obtaining radar images was transferred 
to powerful servers and signal processing processors of ground centers.

The radar observation band is provided in the entire visibility zone of each GISS 
spacecraft (4500–6000) km, and during a flight of 12–15 minutes over this territory, 
it is possible to accumulate radar observations of the required areas of the earth’s 
surface from multiple angles of their illumination.

In traditional SAR (SAR) systems, the dream is to achieve a probing signal band-
width of 300 MHz to achieve a range resolution of 1 meter, and the problems of 
aperture synthesis for azimuth resolution are greatly increased.

The proposed method for solving the problem, based on ground-based 
cross-correlation processing, relatively large in duration arrays of reflected signals 
(from 10 to 100 ms), such a resolution in units of meters, and when processing with 
accumulation and up to several tens of centimeters, can be obtained with the OFDM 
signal bandwidth at (3 ÷ 30) MHz, even considering the possibilities of using the 
latest successes of using this type of signals in radar, associated with measuring the 
phase difference on coherent subcarriers.

In contrast to the SAR method, in the proposed method, in a narrow volume of 
the near-Earth space, limited by the beam width of the antenna pattern emitting a 
sounding signal, or on the corresponding “illumination” area on the Earth’s surface, 
all reflected signals will have a different time delay, the value of which is determined 
by mutual correlation processing for the maximum value of the cross-correlation 
function (CCF). If we consider this process as a rough analogue of a CDMA commu-
nication system with code division, then the task of obtaining radar images from all 
objects in this zone (on this surface) is reduced to searching and identifying from 
the total aggregate received reflected signal,  the partial  signal that is reflected from 
each object, and that is not will be correlated with the signal reflected from the 
neighboring object, and, in addition, will have another CCF level, depending on the 
values of the target’s effective reflective surface (ERS) coefficient – σ.

The physics of the process lies in the fact that with a total array of processed 
received reflected signals from each of the objects lying below the noise level by 
minus 20–40 dB, with a processing base of 50 dB to 60 dB, it is possible to obtain the 
form of CCF (shown in Fig. 2.6), if, in the process of specifying the coordinates, we 
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change discretely the time delay through (0.1 x 1/Fs) between the reference copy of 
the probing signal and the mixture of reflected signals lying under the noise. 

Such a processing algorithm corresponds to one of the possible options for 
the implementation of the maximum likelihood criterion when processing ra-
dar signals, which provides the value of the error in measuring the time delay  
στ = 1/Fs √N /2Es, where N is the noise energy in a narrow band equal to 1/Tcoh, and 
Es is the energy of the reflected signal, accumulated in the same band with coherent 
accumulation of the reflected signal. With repeated cycles of determining the CCF, its 
values will be modulated by the value of the complex noise vector formed by a com-
plex signal of reception noise and other signals reflected from neighboring surface 
areas over the entire interval of the sample array used in correlation processing. If we 
calculate the value of τо as the center of gravity between the left and right sides shown 
in Fig. 2.6. CCF, then the accuracy will be higher and is determined by the Es/N ratio.

If we consider the form of the obtained cross-correlation func-
tion (CCF) shown in Figure 2.6 when processing a signal array with con-
ditionally pseudo-random modulation, which is implemented by con-
stant scrambling of the transmitted information on subcarriers, then the 
accuracy of determining the position of the CCF maximum on the delay scale τ 
is defined as στ = 1/Fc √N/2Еs and can range from 10% to 2% of the duration of  
1/Fs, where Fc is the signal bandwidth.

So, in the L-band with a signal bandwidth of 3 MHz, even with a ratio of   
Es/N = 11 dB, the resolution accuracy of the change in the delay (coordinates in one 
direction) will not be 100 m, but about 20 m, with Es/N > 20 dB, it will reach less 7 m.

                   a)                                                                                       b)

Fig. 2.6.
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In the X-band, where there are no restrictions on the signal bandwidth due 
to the lighter conditions of cognitive electromagnetic compatibility with other sys-
tems, it is possible to use bands up to 60-80 MHz and potentially obtain target reso-
lution accuracy down to several centimeters.

The number of periods of modulation by the noise vector of the CCF slopes 
depends on the 1/Fs ratio and the duration of the processed array. 

For most applied radar tasks, such clarifications of the position of the ССF on 
the τ scale are not required, but if you want to distinguish the B-52 aircraft from the 
new B-2 aircraft parked at an airbase or in flight using a 3D radar image model, or in 
what state the “Topol” (or mobile complex” Patriot “) – in the stowed position or with 
a rocket ready for launch, you will have to deal with such additional processing.

2.1.6 If we consider the emission characteristics of the implemented space-
borne SAR systems, all of them have a pulsed radiation power in the range of 
1÷2 kW, and a sounding pulse duration from 10 μs to 40 μs, usually with internal 
LFM modulation. For example, the Japanese ALOS spacecraft with the PALSAR ra-
dar has a radiation power of 2.0 kW, a sounding signal bandwidth of 14 or 28 MHz, a 
transceiver APAA gain of about 35 dB and has shown good results.

In the proposed method, in order to increase the spatial resolution, it is nec-
essary to use relatively long arrays of processed signals in cross-correlation pro-
cessing. Using the interval of accumulating the energy of the reflected signal not 
10–40 μs, but 10–40 ms, in the proposed active-passive radar mode, we provide a 
gain of 30 dB with coherent processing, compared to SAR systems.

Keeping the radiation power of 1–2 kW, which is also required to ensure a high 
information transfer rate in the provided communication services, it is possible to 
reduce the requirements for the directional properties of receiving and transmit-
ting AESAs spaced on different spacecraft by the same amount of 30 dB in order to 
provide similar characteristics of radar data. This will ensure the simultaneous ex-
pansion of the radar sensing area and the provision of broadband communication 
services.

If, considering the active-passive RLO mode, we take a code division commu-
nication system (CDMA) as an analogue, then with a signal bandwidth of 3–30 MHz 
(65–75 dBHz), even with a decision threshold of 12 dB, up to 200,000 or 2,000,000 
subscribers (53–63 dB) transmitting information at a rate of 10 bps. Or using the 
method of analogs – from 200,000 to 2,000,000 radar image elements on the illumi-
nation area of the beam pattern of the transmitting antenna with a width of 10°–13°.
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This will allow obtaining radar images of the terrain in a close to the sub-satel-
lite point with a radius of 140 km with a resolution of at least 100 m, processing only 
one signal and information array of reflected and sounding signals with a duration 
of about 100 ms. When processing of the insertion of a special SAR signal with a 
known signal-code structure on the radiation interval, to obtain radar images, only 
retransmission of the array of received reflected signals is required. Possibilities of 
the synthesis of the aperture of narrow receiving antennas during processing and 
multi-angle accumulation of radar images make it possible to further expand both 
the zone of simultaneous observation of the earth’s surface and the resolution.

2.1.7 Traditional SAR of radar spacecraft use transceiving antenna systems in 
the form of rectangular AESA of size (9–12) x3 m (for L-band) and about 6x2 m (for 
C- and X-bands), which provide a narrow band observations, or parabolic reflec-
tor antennas with a narrow scanning spot of a limited area of   space (in the C- and 
X-bands). In GISS it is required to provide a wide area (about 5000 km) for the pro-
vision of both communication services and radar sensing. At GISS orbital heights 
of 400–800 km, the solid angle of view of the entire service area is about 120°. AESA 
with of 259÷320 elements, shown in Figure 2.7, can provide the formation of a nar-
row receiving beam scanning in the entire such zone in the ground GRPS with a 
coefficient of more than 23 dB.

In such an AESA on the SRPS, you can always select 64÷128 AE and form a nar-
row pattern at the required point of the reflected signal reception area. If in this 
case each AE is created with a gain not of 3 dB, as usual, but with Gi ≈ 9 dB, then the 
total value of Gaa ≈ 26÷28 dB can be achieved. This solution allows for a significant 
reduction in the weight and size parameters of the onboard equipment.

Fig. 2.7.
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With such a large number of AEs in the receiving AA, one can assume great 
complexity in the implementation of the code multiplexing scheme for receiving 
the reflected signals, shown in Fig. 2.4. This task can be simplified by implementing 
it in seven separate sub modules, as shown in Figure 2.8. In this case, the signals 
from each adjacent seven AEs in each of the seven sub lattices of 37 AEs must be 
distributed over seven different sub modules for the formation of signal-informa-
tion flows of reflected signals so that their reception noises are guaranteed not to be 
correlated in each of the seven formation sub modules.

The transmitting AESA can be flat with Gi ≈ 3 dB and consist of 64 AEs, provid-
ing a probe signal radiation power of 32 W by each element with the possibility of 
increasing the total radiation power in a narrow beam to 2 kW with a gain of up to 
21 dB. Also, other options for creating transmitting AESAs can be worked out, which 
can provide a high rate of transmission of IP-traffic to the required 19-37 narrow 
service areas with minimum values of power taken from the radar task.

2.1.8 Let us consider the requirements for the throughput on the feeder radio 
lines and ISLs required to reset the signal and information flows of the reflected 
signals of radar sounding.

Let the L-band use an OFDM signal with a bandwidth of 3 MHz, a signal filter 
bandwidth of 3.5 MHz, an analog-to-digital conversion sample rate of 7.0 Msampleps, 

Fig. 2.8.
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and the number of bits at the output of the sample compression unit – 4. Thus, the 
initial the formation speed will be at least 28 Mbps, plus up to 10% of the cost of pack-
et headers, in total about 30 Mbps. With seven sub modules of formation – 210 Mbps.

For the X-band with a 30 MHz OFDM signal bandwidth, we will similarly obtain 
an estimate in the region of 2.1 Gbps. Of course, these are rough estimates; their re-
finement requires modeling and experimental development in the design of the GISS. 

2.2 Frequency range used and electromagnetic compatibility with 
existing systems
In accordance with the radio regulations and the international division of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, operating space-based radar systems with SAR operat-
ing principles can use spectrum areas in the L-band 1215-1300  MHz (signal band-
width up to 85 MHz) and 8.025–8650.0 MHz (bandwidth 625 MHz) in the first X  
(3.5 cm) band, or 9.3–9.9 GHz (600 MHz bandwidth) in the second X (3 cm) band.

In practice, in the L-band  SAR systems used a frequency  of 1270 or 1275 MHz 
with a LFM signal bandwidth from 10 MHz to 30 MHz. In the X-band, the second  
(3 cm) band is mainly used, work is carried out at central frequencies of 9600, 9615 
and 9650 MHz with a LFM signal bandwidth up to 100 MHz.

Since simultaneously operating spacecraft for radar sensing of the Earth are in 
orbits of no more than one to two dozen, and they, according to a given observation 
program, probe the required area for several minutes, record no more than 30 min-
utes on one orbit in these ranges, then, naturally, noticeable problems of electro-
magnetic they do not cause compatibility with other systems.

It is another matter when the GISS uses the same range of the electromagnetic 
spectrum permitted on a primary basis, but is used continuously and around the 
clock, it is required to consider the possibility of such functioning from the point of 
view of mutual interference and electromagnetic compatibility with other systems.

2.2.1 In the L-band (1215–1300) MHz, in addition to radar facilities, satellite 
radio navigation systems (SRNS) operate. The frequency plans of the signals of the 
operating SRNS are shown on the slide in Fig. 2.9.

In the so-called L2 range of functioning of the SRNS, their signals are continu-
ously emitted:

 ◆ GPS – 1227.6 MHz, PM PRS signal bandwidth 10.5 Mbps;
 ◆ GLONASS – 1242.933 – 1249.5 signals with FD, PM PSP rate on each carrier is 

0.511 Mbps;
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 ◆ GALILEO – 1278.75 MHz, composite PM PRS signal bandwidth with a speed of 
10.5 Mbps, total bandwidth 25.6 MHz (1268.4,01294.0 MHz);

 ◆ COMPASS – 1268.52 MHz, PM PRS signal bandwidth 10 Mbps;
 ◆ QZSS – 1227.6 MHz, BPSK PRS signal, rate 1.022 Mbps.

To ensure the operation of the GISS, compatible with all SRNS, there remains 
one section 1254.641263.4 MHz with an OFDM signal bandwidth up to 8.8 MHz, 
which, in principle, allows providing radar resolution up to 2÷10 meters in refine-
ment mode and up to 50 m in survey mode.

The main part of the spectrum in the range allocated on a primary basis for the 
operation of radar systems is occupied by the E6 signals of the European SRNS (see 
Fig. 2.10).

There are no particular problems with navigation and terrain maps in Europe, 
just as there are no problems with providing cellular communications in sparsely 
populated areas. The E6 signal makes it possible to ensure automatic operation of 
graders during the construction of highways with specified slope angles and an ac-
curacy of creating a band up to 2 cm. Occasional operation in this range of radar 

Fig. 2.9.
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Fig. 2.10.

satellites with high power at frequencies of 1270–1275 MHz with a band up to 30 
MHz practically does not interfere with their joint use this section of the bandwidth.

Since GISS is cost-effective to create as an international system, and the 
issues of harmonizing the frequency spectrum used are under the jurisdiction 
of the administrations of each of the states of the world community, the deci-
sion on the frequency used and the width of the radiation spectrum over their 
territory will be determined by each of the participating countries. For most 
countries (Russia, China, India, African countries, Brazil, etc.), the problem of 
providing the population with personal satellite communications and broad-
band Internet access is important, with a significant interest in continuous ra-
dar control over the adjacent territory and airspace, then over their territory 
the E6 signal range of the European SRNS can be widely used.

Onboard repeaters of the GISS SC operate with a programmable mode of op-
eration. And they can use the agreed frequencies and bands for the formation of 
OFDM signals used for communication and radar surveillance over the correspond-
ing territories. For most countries, the mode of operation of the GISS in two L-band 
sections, shown in Fig. 2.11.
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In sparsely populated areas and in ocean theaters, signals from all SRNS in the 
L5 and L1 bands can be used to determine the coordinates. The countries of Europe 
will decide for themselves whether to use a limited section of 5÷8 MHz for radar 
surveillance or, as part of navigation equipment for road operations, introduce an 
additional channel for subtracting from the spectrum of the E6 signal, the spectrum 
of the probing (communication) GISS signal received via a separate directional re-
ception path at the frequency 1275 MHz.

At the same time, the wide base of the E6 signal is sufficient to ensure the re-
quired accuracy of determining the coordinates at the work site, especially consid-
ering that a narrow beam (≈12°) of a powerful sounding signal will scan over the en-
tire 5000 km visibility zone of the European part with the eastern part of the Atlantic 
with a period not more often 10÷30 seconds.

The entire frequency range of 1215–1300 MHz can be used for the operation of 
subscriber terminal communication equipment on uplinks. The modes and value 
of the radiation frequency of the receiving-transmitting terminal equipment will 
be determined by the control channel in the total signal of the spacecraft radiation 
generated under the influence of the control ground complexes and on-board com-

Fig. 2.11.
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munication service control modules. The receiving and high-power transmitting 
paths of the L- and X-band are spaced across different spacecraft, and in terminal 
equipment, the separation of several decades of MHz between the receiving and 
transmitting paths can be compensated by digital methods of subtracting the effect 
of its emitted signal from the signal in the receiving path.

For a number of special applications and IoT communication services, the cor-
responding terminal equipment can and should work to transmit directly in the 
band of a powerful sounding signal, but this is a separate story.

The successful operation of the on-board receiving complex of communica-
tion services in the L-band will also be hampered by pulsed radiation from primary 
airfield radar stations (PARS) of air traffic control (ATC). These stations operate at 
a relatively low power, pulse duration is about 10 μs, pulse repetition rate is about 
1.2–1.5 kHz, and they are located in the airport area, where, as a rule, there are no 
problems with the provision of cellular services. In sparsely populated regions on 
the borders of states, military radars for detecting air targets (DATs) radar can also 
operate in this range. Taking into account the interests of using the GISS spacecraft 
for the same purposes, for an even greater detection and tracking range of air tar-
gets, the relevant administrations can coordinate their work and transfer the radia-
tion range of the military radar of the ATD (as well as the civilian ATC radar) in the 
band above the frequency of 1300 MHz.

The influence of residual emissions and a limited number of emissions from 
the ATC radar and ATD radar on the quality of signal reception from the user ter-
minal equipment on board  L/X  (receiver /transmitter) of the GISS spacecraft can 
be eliminated by an appropriate choice of the used interleaving interval of the 
transmitted information and methods resistant to these radar emissions coding. 
The information decoded without errors from the output of the onboard receiving 
sub-modules without errors will be sent to the onboard router-router.

2.2.2  From the point of view of a systems electromagnetic compatibility, it is 
more expedient to use the X (3.5 cm) range 8025.0–8650.0 MHz for the operation 
of the GISS. According to the radio regulations, the 7.9–8.4 GHz band is allocated 
for the operation of military satellite communication system stations on uplinks. 
Therefore, directed narrow beams (≈10°) radiations of a high power  OFDM  prob-
ing/communication downlinks signals  of the GISS  will not interfere with the func-
tioning of the military DAT radar. Figure 2.12 shows two of the many conceptually 
possible use cases for a frequency plan in a GISS.
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It is possible to allocate up to five 80 MHz bands for use on various X / L space-
craft in the GISS orbital constellation with 288–576 spacecraft, providing traffic 
transmission in overlapping service areas. In each of the 80 MHz bands, it is pos-
sible to continuously transmit traffic through 3, 7 or 19 directional beams with a 
relatively low radiation power (about 20 W) to the terminal equipment of users with 
tracking high directivity antenna systems in the OFDM signal band up to 30 MHz. In 
the second sub-band 30–40 MHz, it is possible to transmit the OFDM signal through 
the scanned space in a narrow beam (≈10°) with high power for high-speed IP traffic 
and radar sensing.

It is possible to allocate on each of the X / L spacecraft up to seven bands of 
40 MHz for transmission through seven beams, covering the entire visibility zone 
for transmitting traffic to the terminal equipment of users with tracking PAA with 
high directivity. An eighth bandwidth of 120 MHz can be dedicated to the scanning 
narrow beam signal throughout the entire area. It will be able to provide almost 
continuous radar sensing and transmission of interrogation and control (ringing) 
signals for terminals with omnidirectional antennas and high-speed downstream 
traffic information flow from territorial networks to their address. The final deci-
sions will be made when the GISS is created.

Fig. 2.12.
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In the receiving paths of the GISS spacecraft, using digital filtering and repro-
grammable SDR modems, it is possible to implement the required frequency plans 
and modes of operation to provide a wide range of communication services. Thus, 
in the X-band, there are many options for implementing frequency plans for using 
this range, both for the provision of communication services and for almost contin-
uous radar sounding.

In the X (3.5 cm) band, there are practically no radars using this frequency 
band. Even if they appear in some region, then the methods of parrying their influ-
ence stated above for the L-band will be applicable in the X-band.

2.3 Personal satellite communications, M2M and IoT information 
exchange services in the L-band
Depending on the composition of the orbital constellation, a global network 

of IP voice personal communications is created in 36, 72, 144 or 288 service areas 
around the globe, up to 10/20 thousand subscribers in each zone (about 1000 simul-
taneous calls with a load level of  0.1/0.2 Earl).

The network operates at minimal energy costs (up to 100 W) for transmission 
from the L/X spacecraft on the downlink and up to 100 mW for transmission from a 
conventional mobile handset AT (as cellular’s Smartphone) with an omnidirectional 
antenna for transmission on the uplink voice traffic – 4.8 kbps.

  The total capacity of such a network can grow to 1.44 / 2.88 million subscribers 
and more with a decrease in the demand for the level of network load in Earl.

A similar capacity of machine-to-machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) 
information exchange networks can be created to provide services for monitoring 
the state of oil and gas pipelines, collecting data from autonomous weather stations, 
terminals of automated identification systems (AIS) in road transport, ships of sea 
(river) transport, container transport, animal tracking and many other applications 
and sensors.

Depending on the radiation power of small-sized M2M and IoT terminals and 
the directional properties of their antennas, exchange rates from units to hundreds 
of  kbps can be realized.

The high power of probing request IP packets in these applications and three-
fold reservation of the routes for receiving the requested M2M and IoT information 
ensure the guaranteed provision of such services to users and a high degree of com-
petitiveness in comparison with other systems.
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Within the framework of this engineering note, there is no need for a detailed 
analysis of possible options for the technical implementation of a personal satellite 
communication network, various types of signal-code structures used, access con-
trol modes and maintaining the “handover” mode when changing the used space-
craft and / or narrow service beams , as well as possible options for the implemen-
tation of a variety of terminal equipment.

Each of the specialists can offer a variant of how he himself would implement 
the provision of this type of communication services, which we call for.

2.4 Broadband Internet access and L-band interactive services
The main directions of achieving an effective (competitive) solution to this 

problem are:
 ◆ use of multi-beam receiving and transmitting onboard antennas SC based on 

APAA, with the possibility of creating as many narrow beams as possible;
 ◆ implementation of programmed control of AESA beams adaptively depending 

on the number and location of active and passive (registered in the network) 
subscribers, taking into account the movement of spacecraft and subscribers, 
the need to transfer subscribers from one spacecraft to another (“handover”);

 ◆ implementation of various types of terrestrial ATs with different types of 
antennas: mobile personal ATs with omnidirectional or weakly directional 
antennas, mobile or stationary ATs with directional antennas based on AESA;

 ◆ the use of signal-code structures based on effective error-correcting codes, 
which ensure reliable transmission of information through channels with 
interference, as well as through channels with multipath propagation (fading);

 ◆ use of various types of modulations (symbolic signal “constellations”) within a 
single signal-code structure, including high-order modulations with the ability 
to assign a type of modulation to each subscriber and switch modulation types 
without failures in data transmission;

 ◆ organization within the framework of a single signal-code structure of 
frequency and time division of subscribers with the ability to flexibly change 
the band, frequency position, time position and duration of the transmission 
occupied by each subscriber;

 ◆ implementation of a time-frequency resource control system within each 
spacecraft and the system as a whole with adaptive assignment of time-frequency 
positions, type of modulation and coding to each subscriber, depending on the 
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network congestion, interference conditions, AT type, subscriber priority and 
other factors.
Depending on the implemented signal-code structure for signal transmission, 

which can adaptively change on demand, taking into account the directional prop-
erties of the AESA of the user terminal (AT) and the directional service mode from 
the spacecraft, the information flow on the downlink in each of 36, 72 or 144 ter-
ritorial collective service zones can range from 40 Mbps to 100 Mbps and at least 
hundreds of kbps on AT with an omnidirectional antenna.

The subscriber access speed to territorial networks on the uplink can be imple-
mented within the range of 0.1÷1.0 Mbps for subscriber terminals with a low-direc-
tional antenna (3 dB) and up to 5.0÷10.0 Mbps for terminals with a small-sized AESA 
(13÷15 dB), providing tracking of the current position of the spacecraft.

To the address of ATs with directional antennas in the L-band, it is possible to 
provide a total information rate on the downlink from 150 to 180 Mbps in the trans-
mitter’s full power mode, which also provides the radar of the given service area 
(beam≈12°) when choosing the appropriate band and signaling-code structure of 
the OFDM signal.

Such broadband access capabilities provided by the GISS exceed the capabili-
ties of the existing Inmarsat-4, -5, Thuraya and Iridium  SCSs.

A promising area for the provision of these services opens up when creating 
collective use stations on passenger railway transport, airliners, fishing and riv-
er transport vessels, geological parties, etc. Of particular social importance is the 
equipment of ambulances in remote areas for remote consultations and emergency 
medical care, as well as the possibility of rapid deployment of small-sized mobile 
stations in places of disasters and emergencies.

The widest opportunities open up for providing television reportage, for exam-
ple, from yacht races, rally-marathons such as Dakar, Silk Way, which require only 
a operator’s video camera with a built-in small-sized terminal and a commentator. 
No redeployment and deployment of automotive satellite reporting stations is re-
quired.

A wide range of applications in military applications is provided, including for 
broadcasting video images and remote control of unmanned aerial, sea and ground 
vehicles of various bases.

In this note with a summary of the principles of GISS functioning, there is no 
need for a detailed analysis of possible options for the technical implementation 
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of a broadband access network, various types of signal-code structures used, ac-
cess control modes and maintaining the “handover” mode when changing the used 
spacecraft and / or narrow beams of service, as well as possible options for the im-
plementation of various terminal equipment.

Each of the specialists can give several options for their proposals, how he him-
self would implement the provision of any kind of communication services, which 
we all call on.

2.5 Global Broadband Satellite System and data exchange in the 
X-band
The main directions for achieving an effective (competitive) solution to this 

problem are similar to those given above for the L-band, the possibilities for the 
speed of information flows will always be higher due to the larger available OFDM 
signal bandwidth in the X-band.

The subscriber access speed to territorial networks on the “uplink” can be im-
plemented from 2.0÷4.0 Mbps for subscriber terminals with a low-directional an-
tenna (3 dB) and low radiation power (2–4 W) and up to 200÷400 Mbps for terminal 
stations with tracking phased array and assignable bandwidth parameters and sig-
nal-code structure of used signals.

In the transmission mode of the information flow with full power and a narrow 
beam (9°–10°) of the on-board AESA (together with the radar of the given zone) for 
AT with directional antennas on the downlink can achieve a speed of 0.6 to 0.9 Gbps 
with an appropriate choice of the band and the signal-code structure of the OFDM 
signal.

Such broadband access capabilities provided by GISS in 36, 72, 144 or 288 ser-
vice areas around the globe exceed the capabilities of existing VSAT satellite net-
works in the C-, X-, Ku-, Ka-bands. 

2.6 Global Transport Information Telecommunication IP Network
Purpose – duplicates and supplements the channels of submarine and terres-

trial cable of a information and telecommunication lines (FOCLs) of interested op-
erators.

All operators call the shortest distance and, accordingly, the minimum signal 
delay (RTD) the most important factor in the premium quality of their route be-
tween Europe and Asia.
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In accordance with a certain stage of development, the transport informa-
tion and telecommunication IP-network GISS, containing 144 or 288 on-board 
switches-routers of IP flows, interconnected by four inter-satellite communication 
lines with a throughput of at least 20 Gbps each, is capable of providing the total 
throughput of the interregional and international traffic of  2.880 Gbps minus about 
800  Gbps required for the delivery of radar monitoring data from remote points of 
the globe.

At the same time, choosing the shortest delivery routes with minimal time de-
lays, GISS has an advantage over territorial FOCLs.

Speed of input/output of IP traffic from any of 72 (144, 288) territorial commu-
nication zones (collective access) up to 2 Gbps through X-access terminals as part 
of base stations of telecom operators and up to 4÷6 Gbps from stationary regional 
point for receiving and processing radar information.

In order not to interfere with the broadband access subsystem, for the intro-
duction of IP traffic into the space transport network from the ground terminals of 
telecom operators, separate receiving paths can be created on board the spacecraft 
using antenna elements of the receiving AA in the extended range of 8650–8800 MHz 
or an additional APA in X ( 3.0 cm − 9.3–9.9 GHz) range (see Fig. 2 bottom right).
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3. MAIN DIRECTIONS OF APPLICATION  
AND ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF GISS

In accordance with the specific goals of its creation, GISS functions as an inter-
national global information satellite system in the interests of the entire world com-
munity and provides a solution to many applied problems. Indeed, as a low-orbit 
space system, it controls the entire territory and near-earth space of the globe, and 
it must be created in the interests of all countries, which is much cheaper due to the 
feasible contributions of all participants in its operation.

Appendix 1 shows the GISS service areas for different regions of the world. In 
this case, it is assumed that the orbital group is deployed at an altitude of 800 km and 
contains 288 spacecraft of two types, following one after another every 15 degrees 
in 12 orbital planes. In this section, we will give only three slides (Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2 
and Fig. 5.3) to understand of a independence of the use of the GISS by any of the 
countries to monitor of the interest territory, regardless of other countries.

Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, it can be seen that, in addition to communication services, 
radar surveillance is continuously provided over the European part, including the 
Mediterranean theater, when ground-based GRPS are deployed in three joint visibil-
ity zones of the discharge line on the territory of different countries. Each of them 
can carry out radar monitoring of the entire global zone and control what it wants 
and whoever it wants.

At the same time, other countries do not see who or what this country is con-
trolling. Since the choice of the direction of the formation of narrow beams of the 
reception diagram of reflected signals, coordinates and time of control of the de-
sired section of the zone or object occurs at the ground GRPS of this country.

All representatives of the “peaceful community”, in principle, do not care what 
Israel is watching in Egypt or in Iran and, conversely, what Egypt is watching in 
Israel or in Ethiopia. Using inter-satellite lines of information and signal streams 
of transmitted and received reflected signals over a 100 ms interval, the situation in 
the Mediterranean Sea can be monitored in the United States or China, or in a GRPS 
near Moscow.
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A circular polar orbit with an altitude of 800 km, the angle forming the cone of the spacecraft 
antenna is 61°, the angle between the orbitals is 15 degrees (12 orbit), the number of spacecraft  

in one orbital is 24. Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecrafts

Fig. 3.1.
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The issues of access to information are resolved by international agree-
ments on the creation of the GISS and the envisaged measures of collective man-
agement of the modes of operation of the onboard special complexes of the GISS 
spacecraft.

Likewise, continuous monitoring of the Arctic zone (Fig. 3.3) is available for 
ground-based GRPSs of all Arctic countries. Anyone who wants to can observe the 
ice situation, the movement of a favorite iceberg, or, if it is important, the emer-
gence of a new hole for launching an intercontinental missile from a submarine, 
how many missiles were launched and where they flew. This opportunity is avail-
able both for China, if it is interested in it, and for any other country.

Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.3.
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THEREFORE, IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL GISS PROVIDES: 
3.1 Creation of conditions for international security, ensuring  

the deterrence of aggression and prevention of the possibility  
of a sudden unrequited nuclear missile attack.
The solution to this problem is ensured through global and continuous three-di-

mensional radar control over the activities of strategic offensive forces of eventual 
adversaries, timely detection of missile launches of various purposes and basing.

Military analysts can develop this thesis ad infinitum and inform us, peace-
ful TV viewers, frightening horrors about 5–10 minutes of a nuclear warhead’s ap-
proach, when there is no time to make decisions about retaliatory strike.

With the functioning of the GISS, any country, observing the activities of the 
strategic offensive forces of its eventual adversary (international “partner”), despite 
the many days of press noise and pumping up public opinion, can reliably see real 
preparations for an attack. There can be no sudden onset of the attack.

For example, the location of the air bases of all international “partners” is 
known to all other “partners”. If all the bombers and missile carriers rolled out of 
the hangars and loaded ammunition from the warehouses. If all warships and sub-
marines left their basing points, and aircraft carriers took on board the air wings. 
Draw your own conclusions about the need for a preemptive strike.

This should be stated in the military-political doctrines of the countries, and 
each country (“partner”) should know that there can be no sudden donning during 
the functioning of the GISS.

 To illustrate from the period of peaceful life (slide in Fig. 3.4), one can cite the pos-
sibility of monitoring the development of tasks of the US Strategic Air Command (SAC).

We apologize to the US SAC for using their Whiteman airbase as an example, 
not because we are their opponents, there are simply no other pictures at hand. This 
example will be true when the United States controls the airbases of China or the 
airbases in Engels in Russia, any Indian airbase for Pakistan, the airbases of Iran 
and Israel for observation by one “partner” after another “partner.” GISS is in theory 
a peacekeeping tool for all countries and allows monitoring the state of readiness 
and activities of strategic offensive forces in the interests of their national missile 
defense and air defense centers.

The second example of illustrating the capabilities of GISS is shown on the slide in 
Fig. 3.5 to ensure continuous monitoring of the location and nature of the activities of the 
naval forces (Navy) in bases, at crossings and in the zone of armed conflict (exercises).
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We also apologize, the US Navy is not the biggest aggressor, but a favorite object 
of observation in the Soviet Union, I have no other ready-made pictures at hand. 
This example is valid for control over the naval forces of any country. Whose navies 
do the countries participating in the creation of the GISS want to be watching. At the 
same time, maneuvering, takeoffs of aviation, helicopters, missile launches can be 

Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.5.
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monitored with the frequency required for each country, and other “partners” can 
only guess about it.

Similar control can be provided over mobile missile systems and their launch-
ers, mobile air defense systems, convoys of vehicles of any terrorists, mujahideen of 
Afghanistan, pirate ships on the islands of the Malacca Strait, etc.

Each of the countries participating in the creation and / or use of the GISS will 
find what it needs to control. 

3.2 Creating conditions for preventing or deterring terrorist acts 
and international conflicts
The solution to this problem is ensured, since with the global functioning of the 

GISC it will be impossible to secretly provoke something in international waters and 
airspace of any country.

 Continuous recording and archiving of GISS signals in ground-based centers 
for their reception and processing provides the ability to objectively investigate 
emergency events, restore the situation in the air and ground space at the required 
time and in the specified zones of terrorist acts that occurred in the past.

Fig. 3.6.
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For example, the sad events with two Malaysian airliners MH370 and MH17 
(Fig. 3.6). If the GISS functioned, it would be enough from the time and place of 
take-off to conduct a subsequent analysis of the route, flight altitudes, circumstanc-
es and place of death.

In the future, you can also expect similar incidents with accidental explo-
sions of tankers or gas transport vessels (Fig. 3.7). So, for example, this year,  
either a rocket or an unmanned aircraft flew into a Saudi Arabian oil refinery. One 
can assume the malicious intent of Iran, but with the functioning of the GISC, an 
objective investigation would show where and what came from.

 Of course, at the international level, it is necessary to legislate the objectivity of 
the investigation of emergencies using the analysis of databases registered with the 
GISS GRPS in three or more neighboring countries.

In the history of aviation operation, there have been many cases associated 
with the search for missing aircraft and helicopters (see slide in Fig. 3.8). When 
creating a system for continuous radar monitoring of near-earth space, this vital 
problem can also be solved very effectively. 

Fig. 3.7.
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3.3 Approaches to solving the problem of international arms control
Recently, the issue of international arms control has been increasingly raised 

in the world press.
Russian President V.V. Putin assures me as a taxpayer that our supersonic weap-

ons are the best in the world. US President Donald Trump tells me as a TV viewer 
that American weapons fly 17 times faster and better. Presidents of other countries 
are not yet boasting, but they are developing their own types of modern weapons.

We are not against the “open skies”, D. Trump declares that he is against it. 
Nevertheless, space remains “open”. The creation of an international GISS, provid-
ing the possibility of almost continuous radar monitoring of near-earth space, will 
contribute to the successful solution of this problem.

As you know, for the period of testing new types of weapons, the area of their im-
plementation is declared dangerous for navigation and flights. For the period of the 

Gig. 3.8.
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announced tests and the closure of their areas, it is possible to provide the world com-
munity with a high-quality picture of which country has achieved which world success, 
at what speed at what altitudes and how far who and what flies (see slide in Fig. 3.9).

This area of knowledge also includes problems with the control of tests (control 
launches) of ballistic missiles (see slide in Figure 3.10).

Previously, the Soviet Union sent special ships to these areas, in general, at the 
risk of life. When creating a GISS, such control is possible without any risk. Once 
again, apologies to the USA, their launches are taken to show the capabilities of the 
system, there are simply no other pictures to illustrate. Such control by the United 
States can lead over test sites of the Russian Federation and China. China – to con-
trol the launches of ballistic missiles in India, India – launches of China and Paki-
stan, etc. As a result, the creation of an international GISS will make the world safer.

3.4 Monitoring the location and condition of air transport.  Air traffic 
control under the auspices of ICAO
According to experts, by 2025 the total number of aircraft in the airspace will 

be about 40 thousand. The existing control systems based on the MK-10/12 “friend 

Fig. 3.9.
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or foe” interrogation equipment system, operating in S mode, which is used for air 
traffic control (ATC) of civil ships, will not cope with such a flow in a number of 
saturated flight zones.

 Even the creation of new onboard equipment 1090S on spacecraft “Iridium 
next” for broadcasting information from this system to ATC centers, probably, will 
not solve the whole complex of problems, especially not on all possible and shortest 
flight routes there are primary radars for tracking and air traffic control.

The general picture of the workload of flights on international airlines is shown 
in the slides in Fig. 3.11 and fig. 3.12. As you can see, the shortest transpolar and 
cross-polar air routes are still not used, and direct intercontinental flights are also 
practically not used.

The implementation of GISS opens up a wide area for the development of a 
new on-board  aircraft equipment that can use all satellite personal communication 
services, IoT services for requesting from ATC centers and responding with data 
similar and more complete than in the S-mode of the MK-10/12 with which it will 
be paired. Using the capabilities of the high-speed packet IP transport inter-satellite 
network, data will be rapidly delivered to the appropriate ATC centers around the 

Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.11.

Fig. 3.12.
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world. In addition, for passengers of airliners, the new equipment of the L- and / or 
X-bands will provide a signal through the Wi-Fi interface for Internet access, voice 
and video communications from their serial gadgets.

This direction of use can make a significant contribution of ten billion US dollars 
for the subsequent renewal of the orbital constellation and operation of the GISS. 

3.5 Control of shipping of sea and river fleets, road and rail 
transport and container transport
The market for this type of service is very wide and its annual development 

and growth is predicted, including due to the increasing volume of traffic from the 
Chinese and Indian markets in the direction of Europe and back.

Currently, the leader in this area is ORBCOMM, which has 2.4 million consum-
ers (subscribers) around the globe. More than 18 million Automatic Idetification 
System (AIS) messages are received and processed every day from approximately 
150,000 different vessels. To ensure the collection and delivery of such message traf-

Fig. 3.13.
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fic, ORBCOMM maintains an orbital constellation of 30 LEO satellites and ground 
gateway stations for dropping and broadcasting messages (see slide in Figure 3.13).

With the expected development of the market and an increase in the number of 
controlled mobile platforms to 500,000, the problems of quality satisfaction of the 
demand for this type of services are increasing.

The creation of the proposed GISS can radically improve the situation in this 
market. The unique capabilities of GISS to provide IoT data collection services at any 
time from anywhere in the world, coupled with its own space transport IP network, 
will allow serving any number of any types of transport platforms in the L-band (see 
slide in Fig. 3.14). A wide area is opening up for the development of a new of ship-
board, automobile and railway terminal equipment, which, in addition to AIS (IoT) 
functions, can provide all satellite personal communication services.

 The new telecommunication equipment GISS for passenger sea, river and oil 
tankers with a Wi-Fi interface will provide Internet access, voice and video commu-
nication for crew members and passengers from their gadgets.

Fig. 3.14.
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Undoubtedly, even the ORBCOMM company would rather switch to services from 
GISS than deal with the costs of maintaining for these purposes its space constellation 
of 30 LEO satellites and its own gateway stations scattered across the continents. 

3.6 Control of border economic zones of user countries
The protection of coastal economic zones is a matter of special concern and 

requires no small cost for each country. Since we are Russians, we are closer to the 
problems of the Russian Federation, which we will consider as an example.

The total length of the state border of Russia is 60,932 km, including the land 
border (on the mainland) – 22,125 km (of which river and lake – 7616 km, the land 
itself – 14,509 km), and the sea – 38,807 km. At the same time, there are many prob-
lems with protecting the 200-mile coastal economic zone, and this is a particularly 
costly part (see slides in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16).

The calculation of the order of forces and means of the Coast Guard of the FSS 
was made back in the USSR, on the basis of the radar control range of the border 
ship of about 15 miles, the size of the borders and the need for their constant mon-
itoring.

Fig. 3.15.
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The creation of a GISS, which ensures almost continuous control for these purpos-
es not only of its economic zone, but even the exit of fishing and smuggling vessels from 
their own and ports of neighboring countries, will significantly reduce these costs.

The Center of the Border Guard Service (Coast Guard) can be connected by a 
fiber-optic communication line (FOCL) with the nearest regional center (GRPS) of the 
GISS on the territory of the Russian Federation and provide it with access to the ar-
chive of the database of received reflected and sounding signals of radar monitoring. 
This will ensure their independent work to control all borders and economic zones.

It is enough to send a high-speed boat on the issued command to detain illegal 
fishers of sea stocks, than to waste resources and keep so many ships of the FSS 
Coast Guard  afloat. Humanly sorry for the Chinese and Korean fishermen, they are 
poor and want to eat, but their fish has long been caught and eaten. It is much more 
a pity for the budgetary funds required for the restoration of about 140 outdated 
patrol ships and the maintenance of their crews. 

Fig. 3.16.
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3.7 Monitoring the condition of oil pipelines, oil product pipelines 
and gas pipelines
This task is one of the most important for the prevention of environmental di-

sasters, oil spills and fires require significant costs to eliminate their consequences. 
In particular, such control is important because they are important potential targets 
for terrorist attacks, especially since fiber-optic communication lines of interre-
gional information and telecommunication transport networks of operators have 
been laid along them lately.

A huge number of such pipelines pass through the territory of the Russian 
Federation and Ukraine, and other countries of Europe and the Middle East (see 
slides in Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). The possibilities of unauthorized tapping into oil and 
oil product pipelines and their theft in European countries are not developed due 
to upbringing, in Saudi Arabia due to the chopping off of the head, in the regions of 
the Caucasus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and a number of Central Asian countries, this is 
just national fun.

Fig. 3.17.
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The capabilities of GISS for continuous radar monitoring of the entire territory 
of the globe and the provision of M2M and IoT services from a variety of unattended 
sensors and video surveillance systems will make it possible to make a significant 
contribution in this area of   application as well.

By providing FOCL access to the archive of the database of received reflected 
and probing radar monitoring signals from the regional GRPS, operators of opera-
tional centers of oil and gas companies will be able to independently control their 
pipelines, possible tie-in points, etc.

Here we do not consider technical solutions for the use of various unattended 
seismic shock, coupled interferometric ground subsidence sensors and other types 
of sensors and video surveillance. Shown only a large area of   applied application of 
GISS, which will solve the problem of pipeline control much more efficiently than 
the development and launch of a special satellite with SAR radar “Smotr” for these 
purposes, provided for in the large target program “Sphere” of Roscosmos. If this 
is GAZPROM’s contribution to the development of Russian cosmonautics, then it 

Fig. 3.18.
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would be more efficient to earn money for its development by providing pipeline 
monitoring and protection services to this and other oil producing companies with 
the participation of Roscosmos in the creation of an international GISS. 

3.8 Monitoring of the World Ocean, including the Arctic and 
Antarctic zones, provision of global meteorological observation
At present, control from space of the World Ocean is carried out mainly by the 

satellite positioning and data acquisition system ARGOS (see slides in Fig. 3.19 and 
Fig. 3.20).

There are many types of buoys, data exchange stations with LEO navigation 
satellites installed on ships and platforms of various types, the data from which are 
processed in ARGOS centers.

ARGOS uses integrated airborne facilities on US (NOAA), Europe (METOP) and 
Japan (ADEOS) satellites, 30,000 serviced platforms, 400,000 messages, 100,000 loca-
tions processed every day from floating platforms and buoys.

Fig. 3.19.
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GISS can make a great contribution to the further development of the inter-
national monitoring system of the oceans and data collection from various buoys, 
platforms and unattended weather stations around the globe.

Instead of the 390 kHz (401.3÷401.69 MHz) frequency band available in the AR-
GOS system, a band of several decades of MHz in the L band can be provided, suffi-
cient to transfer any amount of data, up to photo and video images.

The high-speed IP-transport network of GISS will provide a real-time scale of 
collection and delivery of monitoring data and meteorological data from any point 
on the earth’s surface. The high power of request signals with the IP address of the 
platform or unattended weather station, transmitted on demand directly from the 
corresponding monitoring center, guarantees activation and transmission (recep-
tion) of the requested monitoring information from the specified platform.

A high reception quality factor on three spaced-apart paths guarantees both a 
high probability of error-free reception and allows one to reduce the energy param-
eters of floating platforms, unattended weather stations, etc.

Fig. 3.20.
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Data processing of radar images of areas of the World Ocean surface will allow 
real-time monitoring of the level and direction of waves in the required areas of the 
World Ocean without special floating platforms.

With relatively large masses of the GISS spacecraft and the payload to be deliv-
ered by promising launch vehicles created under the national “lunar programs”, it is 
permissible to install additional types of meteorological observation equipment as 
part of the onboard load of the GISS satellites. Some of the spacecraft, supplement-
ed by multi-zone electro-optical means (weighing about 70 kg), with an access IP 
address in the inter-satellite transport network of the GISC, will make it possible to 
receive in real time a significant additional amount of information from anywhere 
in the world for weather forecasting (see Fig.2 top right).

The creation of GISS will provide a completely new level of weather forecast 
quality for the entire world community. It is necessary to carry out a set of orga-

Fig. 3.21.
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nizational measures on the foundations of the development, implementation and 
financing of this direction under the auspices of the World Meteorological Organi-
zation (WMO).

According to the UN, the damage from natural disasters related to weather and 
natural unpredictable events ranges from $ 5 to $ 50 billion per year.

Speaking of Antarctica, as the world’s cuisine of weather. A dozen expeditions 
from different countries, all year round on this harsh continent, and through the 
spacecraft, the GISS transport network and simple X- and L-band terminals for col-
lective use with a Wi-Fi interface, their teams will be able to watch more than 50 TV 
programs and communicate with family and friends with conventional gadgets.

3.9 Provision of a wide range of telecommunication services
Resolving the international problem of the shortage of the orbital-frequency re-

source allocated for telecommunication services through the joint cognitive use of the 
frequency range allocated on a primary basis for radar sensing of the Earth and radar. 
The 625 MHz X-band and 85 MHz L-band bands could be added to the orbital-frequency 
resource allocated for satellite communications, which will be reused in each of the 
service areas about 5000 km in diameter on the Earth’s surface.

 In a technologically simpler and more developed range, in comparison with 
the Ku- and Ka-bands, GISS allows the provision of telecommunication services 
with higher rates of information exchange compared to geostationary satellite com-
munication systems, and lower tariffs due to the dual use of spacecraft (SC) GISS 
and for Earth sensing radar services with various defense applications. The achiev-
able technical characteristics of communication services in the GISS are given in 
section 2.

The provision of personal satellite communication services and broadband In-
ternet access from one type of gadget that ensures operation in both 4G (5G) cellular 
networks and in GISS will be in wide demand for sparsely populated and underde-
veloped regions of Russia, Mongolia, Indo-China, the Middle East, and South-East 
Asia, Africa and many regions of the continents of Asia and South America, the 
Arctic and Antarctica.

Precise indicators of the possible profit and payback of the project for the cre-
ation of GISS from the provision of a wide range of telecommunications services are 
now difficult to do. The slides (Fig. 3.22–3.24) for reference show some estimates and 
comparisons that suggest their high competitiveness in this market. 
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Prospects of providing communication services through GISS to passengers of 
long-distance passenger trains, cruise ships, air liners in flight and river vessels, as 
well as for reporting stations of television companies are beyond real competition 
even with Elon Musk’s Starlink project.

Fig. 3.22.

Fig. 3.23.
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Fig. 3.24.
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3.10 Global Info-telecommunication Transport IP Network (ITTN)
Backbone international communication networks based on FOCL are the most 

important market in terms of demand and profitability. Far from complete data re-
flecting the importance of this direction are given in the materials on the slides in 
Fig. 3.25, fig. 3.26.

In accordance with a certain stage of development, the transport informa-
tion and telecommunication IP-network GISC, containing 144, 288 or 576 on-board 
switches-routers of IP flows, interconnected by four inter-satellite communication 
lines with a throughput of about 20 Gbps, is able to provide the total throughput of 
the inter-regional and international traffic of 2.88 Tbps minus about 800 Gbps for 
the delivery of radar monitoring data from remote points of the globe.

At the same time, choosing the shortest delivery routes with minimal time de-
lays, GISS has an advantage over territorial FOCLs.

Input/output rate of IP traffic from any of 72 (144) territorial communication 
zones (collective access) up to 2 Gbps through X-access terminals as part of  base 
stations and up to 4÷6 Gbps from a stationary territorial point of receiving and pro-
cessing radar information (GRPS).

At the same time, the shortest distances are provided and, accordingly, the 
minimum data delays (RTD), according to this parameter, GISS has an advantage 
over existing networks based on territorial fiber-optic lines.

Such a global ITTN in the interests of the entire world community is created 
without problems with land acquisition, mountainous or boggy terrain conditions, 
the depth of the underwater shelf, etc. and brings broadband access to urban cen-
ters from anywhere in the world.

Creation of an international global space transport information and tele-
communication IP-network, which, in addition to the profit from the provision 
of services for the transmission of international IP-traffic, reserves the existing 
fiber-optic communication lines and together with smartphones, small mobile 
and stationary satellite communication terminals in the X- and L-bands will pro-
vide a guaranteed management of the country by each government during mili-
tary conflicts, including in peacetime in regions of natural disasters.

For example, in Japan in 2020, due to landslides as a result of the tsunami, en-
tire areas of the prefectures were left without communication. Even the unique 
Kizuna satellite with multi-beam message switching, which, as it were, should back 
up Japanese fiber-optic communication lines, in this case, without electricity and 
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Fig. 3.25.

Fig. 3.26.

destroyed buildings with satellite communication terminals, did not solve the prob-
lem. In the event of man-made and natural disasters, GISS appears to be the most 
effective management and communication tool.

Profit forecasting from international IP traffic in ITTN can be made better by 
specialists in this area of expertise.
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3.11 Ensuring the sustainability of the country’s governance during 
the crisis period of the outbreak of hostilities
Existing in the Russian Federation, in general, as in all other countries, infor-

mation and telecommunication networks rely on the well-known routes for laying 
fiber-optic cable lines (underwater, underground, on high-voltage power lines and 
oil pipelines) and switching centers for their information flows, which at the be-
ginning of the war with high probability will (can be) disabled physically, without 
considering options for cyber-attacks.

The created satellite communication channels, as it were, of anti-jamming control 
of the armed forces (AF), in fact, are fundamentally suppressed by the enemy, the whole 
point is in the level of interference power directed towards the communication satellite 
and the location of the jamming station. It is based on the physics of solving the prob-
lem of each of the opposing sides – communication and radio jamming suppression, 
which does not imply a guaranteed solution to the communication problem. This ap-
plies equally to both the military communications system of the Russian Federation and 
the military satellite communications system of the United States and NATO countries, 
which can be suppressed in principle, only large antenna sizes and the radiation power 
of a radio jamming station located in their service areas are required.

The proposed GISS, even without the use of anti-jamming signal-code struc-
tures, is practically not suppressed and will provide control of the country and 
its armed forces for the participants in its implementation during the period 
of hostilities with any international association of opponents. In this case, the 
bandwidth of communication channels between any regions will be at least 
2÷4 Gbps, the information flows in which can be distributed within the region. 

The stability of the GISS is determined by the principle of constructing an or-
bital constellation for solving the problem of active-passive radar monitoring of the 
earth’s space. At any point on the Earth, lying on the other side of the conventional 
front, where the radio jamming station is located, in the control center’s visibility 
zone there are at least two more L-band satellites and two X-band satellites, the 
reception area of   which does not lie in the visibility zone of the radio interference 
station. Thus, the access of any terminal in the country and aircraft management 
system to the inter-satellite optical transport network is preserved, through which 
IP packets will be delivered to the required receiving point (see Fig. 3.27).

A special hardware and software processing complex as part of the Regional 
ground complex for receiving and processing signals from the attacked country, in 
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less than one minute, can determine the location of the radio suppression station 
with an accuracy of 10 ÷ 15 meters, which, with good control organization, will be 
destroyed by the missile in a few minutes.

On the downlink, interference can only be placed in the line of sight of the re-
ceiving terminal (25–30 km), the source of which is determined and destroyed by its 
operational tactical (tactical) means.

From the point of view of resolving the problem of governing the country, one 
can also make an assessment of the Starlink project of the SpaceX company by Elon 
Musk. Yes, this project solves the problem of managing the forces of the expedi-
tionary corps and all branches of the armed forces on the territory of a country 
with a destroyed information and telecommunications infrastructure. The idea of   
providing humanity with broadband Internet access is good, especially about the 
UK’s concern for the people of Nepal, which Mount Everest has blocked the visibility 
of geostationary communication satellites, as was one of the goals (legends) of the 
OneWeb project. Moreover, the economics of the commercial recoupment of the 
costs of creating such a Starlink orbital constellation, maintaining the operation, 
the cost of terminals and the price for the communication services provided to a 
wide range of civilian users are somehow not clear enough, perhaps only for me.

I remember that in the early 70s of the last century, there was also an “enthu-
siast” Howard Hughes, he was “tired of doing aviation”, he decided to start deep-

Fig. 3.27.
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sea drilling of the ocean floor for mining. He built the ship “Glomar Explorer” and 
drilled the bottom in the Pacific Ocean, the second ship “Glomar Challenger” for 
research and taking eyes off the main target drilled the bottom in the Bermuda Tri-
angle. Then it turned out that this project was funded from secret US funds for the 
Azorian project to raise the Soviet Union’s K-129 submarine.

Mr. Elon Musk, even if you were not appointed as another “enthusiast”, that is, a 
proposal that attracts even more financial resources, it will allow, in the interests of 
the entire world community, to create a GISS, which will solve many problems in the 
interests of all countries. Including the prevention of a sudden gratuitous nuclear 
missile attack, not to mention a simpler solution to the problem of communication 
and broadband Internet access for underdeveloped regions.

It is better to put into operation such a GISS, containing a constellation of only 288 (576) 
large satellites in 12 (24) orbital planes, than to litter our common space according to your 
plans from 1200 to 12000 small satellites, in the interests of a limited group of countries. 

3.12 Air target detection radars for air defense of any country
Air defense and missile defense systems and complexes with modern radars 

for detecting air targets are unique and modern means with excellent characteris-
tics. They have one drawback – they emit powerful signals. In a crisis period before 
the start of hostilities by the enemy, which has no less effective missiles with hom-
ing at the source of radiation of radar signals, these radars with a high probability 
will function only for the first 30 minutes after the launch of homing missiles.

The creation of a GISS with an operating global space constellation, whose 
spacecraft emit powerful sounding signals in the L- and X bands, will allow the in-
troduction of additional active-passive radar systems into modern air defense sys-
tems and provide long-range detection of air targets without emitting their signals.

This is a separate new direction of work, as an additional bonus in interest in 
the creation of GISS. Preliminary estimates show the reality of success in their im-
plementation, with much longer detection ranges, especially in oceanic naval the-
aters, where there are no powerful signals from TV repeaters and base stations of 
cellular communications.
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4. PROPOSALS FOR THE CREATION  
OF THE GISS ORBITAL GROUP

4.1 Analysis of requirements and proposals for the creation  
and serial maintenance of the GISS orbital constellation
The preliminary estimate of the energy and mass parameters of the GISS space-

craft is given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1. L/X Onboard SC. Summary of mass, consumption and heat release 

Equipment
Number of 

pieces Weight, kg Power Cons. W Thermal. W

Install. Active Single Summ. Single Summ. Single Summ.
 L-band PRTD module 1 1 188,5 188,5 6505 6505 4301 4301

X-band RRv module 1 1 320 320 4800 4800 4800 4800

Feeder Lain module 1 1 148,3 148,3 1293 1293 973 973
Multi-functional on-Board 
Digital Platform (MBDP) 1 1 300 300 3000 3000 3000 3000

ISL module 4 4 25 100 40 160 40 160

Total modules    1056,8  15758  13234
Other (cables and 
waveguides) 10%   105,68     

Total Onboard  SC    1162,5  15758  13234

Table 4.2. X/L Onboard SC. Summary of mass, consumption and heat release 

Equipment
Number of 

pieces Weight, kg Power Con. W Thermal. W

Install.  Active Single Summ. Single Summ. Single Summ.
 X-band PRTD module 1 1 238 238 6048 6048 4032 4032

L-band RRv module 1 1 247,5 247,5 675 675 675 675

Feeder Lain module 1 1 148,3 148,3 1293 1293 973 973

MBDP 1 1 300 300 3000 3000 3000 3000

ISL module 4 4 25 100 40 160 40 160

Total modules    1033,8  11176  8840
Other (cables and 
waveguides) 10%   103,38     

Total Onboard  SC    1137,2  11176  8840

Table 4.1 and 4.2, the assessment of the energy and mass characteristics of the 
onboard repeaters was carried out taking into account the use of APAP with large 
numbers of antenna elements having a directivity (Gi) of 3 dB.
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The possible use of APAA with increased values of Gi≈9 dB of each AE will pro-
vide a reduction in the mass and power consumption of onboard special complexes 
(repeaters) on spacecraft of both types up to 1 ton and 12 kW. However, the mass of 
each GISS spacecraft, taking into account the main contribution to this indicator of 
the onboard power supply system, will remain about 3 tons. A factor of 3 between 
the weight of the repeater and the weight of the communications satellite is a com-
mon factor.

For the simultaneous launch of 12, 15, 18 or 24 spacecraft into the orbital 
plane, GISS requires a launch vehicle of the class developed under the “lunar pro-
grams” in the USA, Russia, China and India, capable of placing a payload into a 
near-earth orbit 60÷90 tons. On their basis, a modification of the launch vehicle 
with a fairing for the cluster launch of the corresponding number of GISS space-
craft should be created – no less than 12 and no more than 24. The design results 
Since we regard GISS as an international system, and the United States, Russia, 
China and India are interested in creating and ensuring the development of the 
space industry and the serial production of such launch vehicles, for these coun-
tries the task of manufacturing one launch vehicle per year is not excessive.

Even in the worst case, when 12 spacecraft are launched with one launch ve-
hicle, four orbital planes in the constellation will be created in the first year, eight 
in the second year, and twelve in the third year, which will already provide almost 
continuous control of the near-Earth space, excluding the equatorial regions. In the 
next three years, the orbital constellation in the worst case will reach 288 spacecraft 
with 24 spacecraft in each of the planes. 

In fact, there are always three more options for its creation than there are partic-
ipants in the dispute over its design. If we consider as a guaranteed period of active 
existence of each of the GISS spacecraft in an orbit with an altitude of about 800 km in 
six years, then the launch cycle is repeated with the release rate of one launch vehicle 
per year for each country. The rate of serial production of repeaters with processing 
on board and spacecraft of two modifications  – 48 spacecraft GISS per year.

If it is possible to launch 24 spacecraft (72 tons of payload), then one launch 
vehicle will be required in two years of production. A good science fiction task for 
the future generation of developers – after the launch of a new group of spacecraft 
into the orbital plane, on the next orbital coil to assemble all the old spacecraft on 
a harpoon and drown together with the launch vehicle in the Pacific Ocean in the 
Mariana Trench.
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4.2 Proposals for the creation of an experimental fragment of the 
GISS
There are many unusual and new approaches to solving the assigned tasks 

when creating a GISC. From the first design time, in our opinion, reaching a serial 
version of spacecraft manufacturing is unrealistic. Therefore, it is proposed to start 
with the creation of an experimental fragment of the GISS, shown in Fig. 4.1.

For this, it is necessary to develop and create nine experimental GISS spacecraft 
(4 L / X types and 5 X / L types in the range of reception / transmission or vice versa).

In fig. 4.2–4.3 shows the results of a preliminary study of such devices that pro-
vide the output of repeaters with energy and mass characteristics corresponding to 
table. 4.1 and 4.2.

Fig. 4.1.
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Three such GISS spacecraft can be placed in a ready-made serial fairing for the 
Soyuz carrier rocket (LV) of the Russian Federation, as shown in Figure 4.4, and with 
their three launches, create an experimental GISS fragment.

Fig. 4.2. Appearance of spacecraft GISS

Fig. 4.3. SC GISS in a packed state
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The experimental fragment of the GISS will allow to work out the design docu-
mentation and software and algorithmic support for the operation of the onboard 
and ground complexes of the GISS for the serial deployment of the system.

Fig. 4.4. Three spacecraft GISS in the fairing of the Soyuz LV
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCIENTIFIC  
AND TECHNOLOGICAL BASE OF THE ROCKET  
AND SPACE INDUSTRY AND RELATED CORPORATIONS 
AND ENTERPRISES OF RADIO ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES IN MANY COUNTRIES

The implementation of the proposed space system will ensure the development 
of the space industry in many countries, the creation of tens of thousands of ad-
ditional jobs, both directly involved in the creation and production of spacecraft 
and launch vehicles for their launch, and thousands of new jobs for processing and 
using the extracted information in the interests of various organizations and depart-
ments.

Serial production of high-tech onboard equipment for communication satel-
lites with on-board signal processing, proposed as the basis for the implementation 
of GISS, will provide the loading of many world companies for the production and 
testing of its numerous components, including the need for microelectronic compo-
nents of ADCs, DACs, memory and high-performance FPGAs of space performance.

Similarly, the development and mass production of various types of terminal 
equipment for the provision of various communication services will be in demand.

The creation of unique means of archiving and processing signal and informa-
tion flows for numerous regional centers (GRPS) will require the involvement of 
many manufacturers of modern computer technology and the corresponding com-
ponents of the element base. 

The development of new software and algorithmic support for radar monitor-
ing and control over objects of interest will provide a workload for several thousand 
mathematicians and programmers in many countries who want to use their ver-
sions of solving problems when processing signal and information flows at regional 
GRPS software and equipment of their countries.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Implementation of the proposed space system will allow for the first time 
in the world to provide global continuous three-dimensional radar observation of 
near-earth space in the interests of:

 ◆ continuous monitoring of the state of readiness of strategic carriers, the 
location and activities of the forces of a potential enemy;

 ◆ prevention and investigation of terrorist acts and emergencies;
 ◆ early warning and guidance of missile defense and air defense systems.

It will be available for use by all countries of the world community participat-
ing in the creation and / or operation of the GISS.

2. The use of the frequency band in the system, allocated on a primary basis for 
the creation of means of radar sounding of the Earth in the L- and X-bands, allows, 
on the basis of the proposed principles of construction, to simultaneously solve a 
complex of satellite communication problems:

 ◆ mobile communications in the extremely busy L-band in areas remote from 
terrestrial cellular networks, rail, road and sea (river) transport;

 ◆ data collection for automated identification systems, air traffic control and 
multiple IoT (M2M) services, including collection of meteorological data and 
oceanographic observations;

 ◆ provision of broadband access to territorial transport IP networks.
3. Creation of a global space transport IP-network will provide redundancy 

for existing terrestrial and submarine fiber-optic transport networks, provide the 
shortest paths for delivering information and preserve control of the country and 
communications in a threatened period and emergency conditions of natural and 
man-made disasters.

4. The implementation of the proposed space system will ensure the development 
of the space industry in many countries, the creation of tens of thousands of additional 
jobs, both directly involved in the creation and production of spacecraft and launch ve-
hicles for their launch, and thousands of new jobs for the processing and use of the 
extracted information in the interests of various organizations and departments.

5. There are wide opportunities for attracting financial resources and the pro-
duction of various hardware and software systems for the creation and operation of 
the GISS by virtue of giving this system an international status for the appointment 
and provision of various services.
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6. There is no doubt that as a result of joint discussion, analysis and creative pro-
posals of the international intellectual community of specialists in this large field 
of activity, scientific and technical methods of generating and processing signals, 
engineering solutions for the implementation of onboard and ground complexes 
of means and various terminal equipment will be developed for a various fields of 
application of the proposed international space system.
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LIST OF ACCEPTED ABBREVIATIONS

AA – antenna arrays
AAM – anti-aircraft missiles
ADEOS – Advanced Earth Observing Satellite
AE – active elements
AF – armed forces
AESA – active electronically scanned array
AIS – automated identification systems
ALOS – Advanced Land Observing Satellite
ARGOS – global spaceborne data collection and location system  

dedicated to studying and protecting Earth’s environment
AT – user terminal
ATC – air traffic control
BM – ballistic missiles
BPSK – binary phase shift keying
CAS – control and adjustment station
CCF – cross-correlation function
CDMA – code division multiple access 
CEO – Chief Executive Officer
CM – cruise missiles
COE – coefficient of efficiency
COMPASS – Chinese satellite navigation system
DAC – digital to analog converter
DAT – Detective air target (military, as well as the civilian ATC radar)
EMC – electromagnetic compatibility
ERS – effective reflective surface
FD – Frequency division
FOCL – fiber-optic cable line
FSS – Federal security service
GALILEO – Global navigation satellite system, European Union
GISS – Global information satellite system
GITN – Ground (territorial) Info-telecommunication transport  

network
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GLONASS – Global Navigation Satellite System, Russia
GPS – Global Positioning System
GRPP – ground receiving and processing points
GRPS – ground point of receiving and processing station
HSC – hardware and software complex
ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organization
IDT – INTELLECTUAL DIGITAL TECHNIQUES (LLC)
IP – Internet protocol
ISL – Inter-satellite communication links
ISS – Information Satellite Systems
ITTN – Info-telecommunication Transport IP Network
JSC – Joint-stock company
LEO – low Earth orbit
LFM – Linear frequency modulation (Chirp) 
LLC – Limited liability company
LTE – long-term evolution
LV – Launch vehicle
MBDP – Multi-functional on-Board Digital Platform
METOP – series of three polar-orbiting meteorological satellites devel-

oped by the European Space Agency
NATO – North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
OAM – Operations, administration and management (protocol)
OFDM – orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
OSC – on-board special complexes
PALSAR – Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar
PARS – primary airfield radar stations
PM – phase modulation
PRLS – primary airfield radar stations
PRS – Pseudorandom sequence
QZSS – Quasi-Zenith Satellite System, Japan
RF – radio frequency
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RI – radar image
RP – radiation patterns
RTD – round-trip delay time
RTS – receiving and transmitting station
SAC – Strategic Air Command
SAR – synthetic aperture radar
SC – spacecraft
SCS – satellite communication system
SDR – software defined radio
SITN – satellite Info-telecommunication transport network
SRNS – satellite radio navigation systems
SS – space systems
TV – television
UN – United Nations
US – United States
VSAT – very small aperture terminal
WMO – World Meteorological Organization
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A LITTLE ABOUT THE COMPANY  
“INTELLECTUAL DIGITAL TECHNIQUES” LLC

“If you are so smart, why are you so poor?” – this popular american question 
among Russian engineers, programmers and technologists is not even customary to 
ask. The results of the mental activity of these specialists are always divorced from 
the value of the products created, which, as a rule, are the property of the state. Rus-
sia sells modern, competitive types of weapons. At the same time, the remuneration 
of the smart and talented engineers and technologists who created these types of 
weapons has nothing to do with the profit from their export.

For many years I have been leading a smart and talented team of young en-
gineers, programmers and designers – developers of space communications and 
other special radio-electronic complexes. Currently, I head the department for 
multifunctional onboard digital platforms (MBDP) for special information satellite 
systems at JSC “ISS named after academician M.F. Reshetnev”. This team may well 
develop and test MBDP for both types of GISS spacecraft. But that’s not about that.

The main problem of the leader of such a team, at his level, is not the devel-
opment of complex scientific and technical products in a short time, but how to 
provide decent wages for engineers, programmers and designers so that young spe-
cialists do not scatter to commercial banks and other new non-state commercial 
firms, where more money is paid for their mind.

In 2014, when crisis circumstances developed with the wages of the staff at JSC 
Russian Space Systems, I provided my son with the minimum authorized capital 
required for registration and asked to establish LLC Intelligent Digital Techniques 
with the following statutory goals:

2. KINDS OF ACTIVITY OF THE COMPANY
2.3 The company carries out the following activities:
2.3.1 acquisition of rights to engineering solutions and software products in 
the field of digital signal processing from the authors’ collectives; 
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2.3.2 ensuring the registration and obtaining of patents and copyright 
certificates for the acquired engineering solutions and software products 
and their legal protection;
2.3.3 sale or grant of rights to use patents, copyright certificates and 
software products owned by the Company, domestic and foreign legal 
entities;
 2.3.4 development of engineering solutions and software products in the 
field of digital signal processing;
2.3.5 production of devices and hardware and software for digital signal 
processing for various purposes.
2.4 In addition to the listed types of activities, the company may also carry 
out other types of activities not prohibited by law.

This was done so that my young specialists could patent their engineering solu-
tions through IDT LLC and formalize the rights to special software that has universal 
application possibilities, and sell them through this Society for demanded use in de-
velopment work of interested enterprises, and thus improve your material well-being.

The selected logo of this company, in the form of Rodin’s “Thinker” sitting on 
the toilet, means:

 ◆ thought and engineering solutions have matured in the minds of the authors 
outside of working hours, only on the basis of their own many-day thoughts 
and are not associated with the implementation of any state contract;

 ◆ LLC “IDT” under an agreement with the author (s) received materials of his 
(their) intellectual work for legal registration in the ownership of this enterprise.
Children, and my son, and my clever engineers, who, as you know, listen to 

their elders and turn a deaf ear to the proposed new form of earnings have not yet 
taken proposal of.

I understood how to build a global radar sensing of the Earth for a long time. 
In April 2017, the former deputy head of Roscosmos A.E. Shilov remarked in a con-
versation with me: “Something is wrong with radar sounding of the Earth!” I replied 
that this is because they are building the SAR satellite as a steam locomotive with an 
efficiency of 30%, and they are already riding on a monorail with a magnetic cush-
ion at a speed of more than 250 kmph. For a good remote sensing, the principle of 
operation of the radar must be changed, and on his fingers he explained the above 
idea with the principle of functioning of the GISS.
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Realizing that he would pass this on to the General Director of ISS JSC, I out-
lined the essence of the project in the presentation. To ensure the security of bor-
ders and ensure personal satellite communications on the territory of the Russian 
Federation, 72 spacecraft are  sufficient. This spacecraft number seemed very large 
for me then. The CEO said that unlike A.E. Shilov, he has no time to be distracted by 
science fiction, and I left this thought. It is not accepted in our team to patent scien-
tific and technical ideas that will never be implemented.

Everything went on in its own way, until July 8, 2018, when communicating on 
the Direct Line with the people of the Russian Federation, President PutinV.V. when 
asked by a certain citizen about the state of our works in space,  did not say that:

“In Roskosmos under the Sphere Program, it is planned to create 600 spacecraft 
in the interests of remote sensing of the Earth, personal satellite communications, 

broadband Internet access and the creation of a global transport network”
V.V. Putin 

 (07/08/2018 From the materials of the Direct Line  
of Communication with the people of the Russian Federation)

The surprise was caused not by the fact that, having worked in this industry for 
30 years, I do not know anything about such a Program and have heard for the first 
time. The question immediately arose, who passed us by and conveyed to the Presi-
dent the idea of the actual possibility of creating a GISC with exactly the same goals?

Then it turned out that the program of communication between the President 
and the people is prepared by some people, the work in space is done by completely 
different ones, and no one stole our thoughts and did not inform the President. Nev-
ertheless, the Roscosmos plan expressed by the President contributed to the filing 
of a patent application, let they know what and how to do.

 Long before this, the conceived goals of creating IDT LLC were realized – the 
RF patent for the GISS method and device No. 2700166 was received and registered 
in WIPO under the number WO2020159404 dated 06.08.2020 and is waiting for when 
and who will start its implementation.

Its implementation is not provided for in the Russian Sphere project.
Therefore, the only thing left to add to the initially conceived activities of IDT 

LLC is:
2.3.6 saving the world community (as not a prohibited activity)

and start communicating with the intellectual part of the world community (col-
leagues).
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Of course, in my years it is difficult to pretend to be Greta Thunberg, for whom, 
as it turned out, WE have ruined the Planet and it is impossible for her to live on it. 
I also remember about my distant childhood, looking into the August starry sky at 
the distant Milky Way. Or maybe on that far edge of the Milky Way, a reasonable boy 
is also looking at him? A low-orbit satellite will fly for 5 minutes once in two hours, 
distract your attention from the constellations, and again with childish thoughts 
into the Universe. And what will our great-grandchildren get?

There is no Milky Way before their eyes, several hundred satellites of Elon 
Musk will flicker, plus several dozen satellites of the LEO personal communica-
tions system and IoT services launched by Russia under the aforementioned Sphere 
program, as our answer to Elon Musk. China, too, can follow this global trend and 
launch its own pack of LEO satellites.

Instead, future children of the globe could see in their region at the same time 
no more than ten satellites of the international GISS and say – “They are ours – good, 
they protect our peaceful childhood. Let’s look at the Milky Way and go to sleep well 
or chat with the kids in Nepal”. Here grandfather splashed a tear for his great-grand-
children; it turned out, well, almost like Greta Thunberg.

More than 30 leading experts in this field of knowledge from the friends of the 
co-authors of the patent are working under the name of IDT LLC over the engineer-
ing and technical study of materials for the creation of GISS “free of charge, that is, 
for nothing” out of love for art and in the hope that its implementation will begin.
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Briefly about the co-authors of the patent:
Adzhemov Sergey Sergeevich, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor, Head 

of the Scientific Center of the Moscow Technical University of Communications and 
Informatics, the author of several hundred scientific papers and inventions, the 
head of dozens of research and development projects in this area.

Danilovich Nikolay Ivanovich, a modest genius, not distracted by the defense 
of dissertations, head of the system department in the management of the develop-
ment of MBDP of special information satellite systems of JSC “ISS”.

Nazarov Lev Evgenievich, Doctor of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Chief 
Researcher at the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics named after V.A. 
Kotelnikov of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the author of several hundred sci-
entific papers and inventions, for more than ten years has been working together 
with the management team for the development of MBDP for special information 
satellite systems of JSC “ISS”.

Moiseev Nikolai Ivanovich, Ph.D., Laureate of the Lenin Komsomol Prize in 
the field of science and technology for 1981 (for methods of measuring the param-
eters of satellite communication lines), deputy head of department – chief designer 
of the space system of special communication at the Moscow Research Institute of 
Radio Communication, Deputy General Director for R&D at the State Scientific and 
Production Organization “Orion”, head of center 33 – chief designer of the direction 
at the Russian Research Institute of Space Instrumentation (transformed into JSC 
“RKS”), since 2014 head of the development department for MBDP of special infor-
mation satellite systems of JSC “ISS”.

Sigal Alexander Iosifovich, a modest genius, not distracted by the defense of 
dissertations, head of the sector of the Moscow Scientific Research Institute of Radio 
Communication - the leading institute for the creation of satellite communication 
systems of the Soviet Union, deputy chief designer of the Yamal-100 and Yamal-200 
communication satellites at Gazcom (now JSC “Gazprom Space Systems”), head of 
department of the center 33 of the Russian Research Institute of Space Instrumen-
tation, since 2013 of the development department of MBDP for special information 
satellite systems of JSC “ISS”.

Urlichich Yuri Matevich, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Prof., Honored Scien-
tist of the Russian Federation, Academician of the International Academy of Astro-
nautics, author of several hundred scientific works and inventions, General Direc-
tor of the Russian Research Institute of Space Instrumentation – General Director of 
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JSC Russian Space Systems, during registration of an application for a patent of the 
Russian Federation No. 2700166 – Deputy Head of the Analytical Center of the Gov-
ernment of the Russian Federation. Currently, the first deputy general director for 
the development of the orbital constellation and promising programs of the State 
Corporation “Roscosmos”, for ethical reasons in accordance with the position held, 
is not involved in the implementation of the patent.

There are almost two full-time employees of IDT LLC without payment for their 
labor. Deputy General Director for Implementation Moiseev Nikolay Ivanovich 
(04.17.1950) and his assistant-backup Nikolai Ivanovich Moiseev (17.06.2006). The 
general director – Moiseev Ivan Nikolaevich (11.13.1981) also participates, but he 
doesn’t pay us, these are the traditions of the family business.

If we take the Icelandic education system of surnames, then the surname Moi-
seev could sound like Mosesson. Therefore, by right, the surname of the heir, let me 
call You:

 “Let my intellectual technical people go. Go to save worldwide society”.
Dear colleagues, I propose to start independently working out the materials of 

the international GISS project.
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To receive materials and your suggestions for the creation of a GISS, IDT LLC 
opens its website https: // www. giss_goodwill.com

The site contains:
 ◆ a window with the text of this proposal in Russian and English;
 ◆ dialogue exchange a window with questions and answers to specialists, who did 

not understand what about the functioning of the GISS?;
 ◆ a window of proposals for the creation of an international company 

(organization), ensuring the creation of GISS;
 ◆ a window of proposals for the creation of a personal satellite communications 

network and L-band terminal equipment in GISS;
 ◆ a window of proposals for the provision of communication services in the 

X-band;
 ◆ a window of proposals for the creation of receiving antenna arrays of L- and 

X-bands and transmitting AFAR;
 ◆ a window of companies’ proposals by types and delivery times of components 

of onboard repeaters of two types of GISS spacecraft;
 ◆ a window of companies’ proposals by types and delivery times of GISS ground-

based PP&O components;
 ◆ Answers and thanks to the participants in the creation of GISS.

For communication with caring and thinking specialists in this area of knowl-
edge, my E-mail is nim170450@gmail.com

We ask all political scientists and journalists not to disturb.
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APPENDIX A1

GISS SERVICE AREAS

The calculation of the GISC service areas is based on the condition:
 ◆ the orbital constellation contains 288 spacecraft,
 ◆ the height of the circular orbit is 800 km,
 ◆ SC are in 12 orbital planes, 24 SC of two types, following each other,
 ◆ the angle between the planes is 15°,
 ◆ the angle forming the visibility zone (the satellite antenna cone) – 61°.

In the Zones with the area of simultaneous coverage by two spacecraft, commu-
nication services are provided in both L- and X-bands.

In areas with an area of simultaneous coverage by three spacecraft, communi-
cation services are provided, with the possibility of two-fold duplication of lines for 
receiving and transmitting information in both L- and X-bands.

In areas with an area of simultaneous coverage of four spacecraft, radar de-
tection and high-precision positioning in both L- and X-bands are provided. When 
providing communication services, with the possibility of three-fold duplication of 
information receiving lines.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 2 spacecraft. 
Service area – Europe, Africa and the Middle East.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 3 spacecraft 
Service area – Europe, Africa and part of the Middle East.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Service area – Europe, Africa
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
For the European Service Area – Mediterranean Theater
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Arctic zone
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Service area – Middle East, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Service area – Indochina, China, India, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Service area – USA, Canada.
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Highlighted in blue – the area of simultaneous coverage of 4 spacecraft. 
Service area – South America
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APPENDIX A2

ENERGY CALCULATIONS OF RADAR DETECTION

Here:
 C__
 N  – signal-to-noise ratio on output from the processing,

Ptr – transmitted power,

Gtr – gain of transmitted antenna,

Grec – gain of receiving antenna

λ – transmitted signal wavelength,

Htr – distance from the transmitter to the target,

Hrec – distance from the target to the receiver,

σ – radar cross-section of target (ERS – effective reflective surface),

N = kT (W/Hz) – noise power spectral density (one-sided),

k= 1.38·10 -23 – Boltzmann’s constant,

T – absolute temperature of the receiver (K°),

Ld – loss factor (due to atmospheric losses during propagation of electromagnetic 

waves, polarization, internal, processing),

tkog – he coherent demodulation time,

TA – the total analysis time for signal detection,

              – the quantity of incoherent summation for signal processing,

Ntr – the quantity of incoherent summation for signals from transmitting space-

crafts,

Nrec –  the quantity of incoherent summation for signals from receiving spacecrafts.

This well-known final formula for estimating the ratio of the reflected radar 
signal energy to the noise energy in the target acquisition decision path is, in prin-
ciple, correct, but it does not allow one to see the signal-to-noise ratios on various 
reception, relay and ground signal processing paths, the knowledge of which is very 
important in design hardware and software GISS.
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Table A2.1.

Therefore, in this section, the calculated values   of the signal-to-noise ratios are 
given depending on the selected parameters of the receiving-transmitting antenna 
systems, their values   at various stages of onboard reception and signal processing 
in the ground complex. 

To assess the possibility of continuous radar observation of the earth’s surface 
and near-earth space, tables A2.1÷A2.3 show calculations of the possibility of ener-
gy detection of targets with an ERS (σ) equal to 1 m in the L-band and 100 m in the 
X-band for three altitudes orbits of a constellation of 288 GISS spacecraft.

The radiation power in all versions is taken equal to 2 kW, the targets are lo-
cated at a range corresponding to the worst case of their location at the edge of the 
visibility zone of one of the GISS spacecraft.

The values of the remaining parameters are given in the tables; when imple-
menting detection by the criterion of maximum likelihood, the ratio S/N> 10 dB is 
taken beyond the boundary of confident detection.

The calculations were performed for three variants of orbit heights of 400 km, 
600 km, and 800 km.
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Table A2.2.

Analysis of the table. A2.1 shows that from an altitude of 400 km, by emitting 
signals through an omnidirectional antenna with Gt = 3 dB into a full wide area in 
an illumination angle of 120°, it is in principle possible to ensure the detection of 
targets with the indicated ERS values.

For this, during ground processing, the duration of the coherent accumulation 
array must be at least 100 ms, and the receiving antenna array on board must be 
implemented with the specified parameters and the most difficult problem of syn-
thesizing narrow radiation patterns during ground processing must be solved by 
operating with partial signals at the output of each of the AE in a digitized form with 
SNR ratios lying at a level of minus 55÷75 dB below the noise in the indicated signal 
bands. More promising such a mode of continuous radar monitoring of small tar-
gets can be implemented only in the L-band.

Analysis of calculations in Tab. A2.2 and A2.3 also show the theoretical possi-
bility of ensuring the implementation of continuous radar monitoring of the entire 
visibility zone. However, the requirements for the implementation of receiving an-
tenna arrays on board the spacecraft and the duration of the processed signal arrays 
on the total processing interval of 0.4 s and 1.0 s, respectively, using incoherent 
accumulation of the energy of reflected signals, are increasing.
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With such parameters of the on-board antenna systems allowing continuous 
radar control, the possibilities of ensuring high throughput of communication 
channels and the flexibility of its redistribution within the territory of the global 
service area are reduced.

So, in the L-band, even from an orbit altitude of 400 km on the downlink, the 
throughput will be limited to no more than 20 Mbps for terminals in an omnidirec-
tional antenna. In the X-band – generally up to 200 kbps.

Consequently, it is advisable to limit the concept of continuity by providing 
solutions to a variety of applied problems. So, to control the state of strategic forces 
and the location of the Navy, it is sufficient to monitor the areas of near-earth space 
and in tens of minutes. The issues of the subsequent investigation of terrorist acts 
and the search for missing aircraft (such as events with the MH 370 airliner) require 
a review period of up to 10 seconds.

Since the modes of operation of on-board special complexes are under control, we 
will consider it as an “international consortium”, then depending on the military-polit-

Table A2.3.
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Table A2.4.

ical situation and current regional problems and taking into account the provision of 
communication services, appropriate modes of radar sensing can be established.

Suppose that the mode is selected in which the power of 2 kW is divided in half, 
1 kW for radar sounding with a scanning beam in the eighth section of the band of 
the radar sounding range, and seven other bands (see  Fig. 2.12) are used to provide 
communication services with the required redistribution of the total power in 1 kW 
between partial service areas.

The calculation results for three variants of the orbital heights of the orbital con-
stellation are given in Tables A2.4÷A2.6. In the tables, the transmitting antenna gain is 
19 dB, which provides scanning of 37 sections of the global visibility zone with an an-
gle of 120 degrees. The gain of the receiving ensures the formation of a narrow beam 
of 7 degrees on the ground based on the antenna array shown in Fig. 2.7.

As you can see from the table A2.4–A2.6 in the L-band at any altitude from 
400 km to 800 km provides reliable detection of targets with an ERS of 1 m or more.

At the same time, the frequency of repeated, as it were continuous observa-
tion, in the equatorial regions of +/- 20 degrees can be ensured in 3.7 s, at which the 
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airliner or unmanned aerial vehicle will not go anywhere during the subsequent 
investigation of emergencies.

In the northern populated and important areas from 40 to 60 degrees N, the dis-
tance between the orbital planes narrows, therefore, sounding with a transmitting 
beam at 19 degrees can be done in 19÷21 partial zones. In this case, the frequency of 
“continuous” observation will be provided for about 2 seconds. In the Arctic zone of 
intersection of orbital planes, sounding can also be carried out in seven adjacent di-
rections, guaranteeing the periodicity of monitoring possible missile launches from 
a submerged position in 0.7–1.0 seconds.

For this variant of the configuration of the parameters of the onboard transmis-
sion and reception paths in the L-band on the downlink, the information transfer 
rate to terminals with a low-directional antenna (3 dB) from 2 Mbps to 30 Mbps can 

Table A2.5.
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be provided, depending on the location in service area and orbit altitude. For termi-
nals with directional tracking antennas, the on-demand bit rate will accordingly be 
k (dB) = (Gr – 3 dB) higher.

When designing the GISS, it is necessary to implement on-board transmitting 
and receiving paths with parameters that can be achieved taking into account the 
energy and mass limitations on the spacecraft, which allows group output of 12 ve-
hicles with one launch vehicle.

Table A2.7 shows the calculations for one of the possible implementation op-
tions with the given parameters of the spacecraft onboard paths.

As can be seen from the table, with such quite realizable parameters, even in 
the X-band, the detection and tracking of targets with the ERS (σ) equal to 1 m can 
be provided. In the L-band, such detection can be provided with the correlation 
accumulation of the reflected signal energy for 20–30 ms.

Table A2.6.
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When creating a GISS with an orbital constellation of 576 spacecraft, the joint 
vision zones of four spacecraft are almost halved, and solutions for quasi-continu-
ous radar surveillance and communication services with spacecraft visibility angles 
of more than 10 degrees of an extended simplified mode of operation of onboard 
repeaters.

In the field of existing estimates of the ERS values of targets, it should be noted 
that they are obtained for the existing principles of radar operation. For the pro-
posed method of active-passive 3D radar, the better the target corresponds to the 
stealth technology, which reflects the bulk of the radar pulse energy not towards the 
radar, the better its detection in the GISS orbital constellation. For this method, the 
best type of “corner reflector” is the ball head of the rocket taking off.

All calculations and possible limitations associated with complex in implemen-
tation algorithms of ground processing will be clarified when implementing the ex-
perimental fragment of the GISS.

Table A2.7.
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